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EDITORIAL
Eigersteigers were in the news again when this was being written.
This time, during an extremely desperate attempt on the direttissima,
the Eigerwand claimed another victim a climber of great skill and
mountain knowledge and experience. However, the painful ascent
continued and after many days of privation was successful.
In the process a new dimension has been added to Alpine
mountaineering. In style, in duration, and by press sponsorship,
the whole affair was much closer to the classic Himalayan expedition
than to the Alpine day that most of us know. There cannot be many
Alpine north faces that would be susceptible to this approach, and
this is probably as well. The Harlin Route should remain unique.
Our well-trodden North Wales is no longer the nearest serious
climbing venue for Midlanders. A determined man can clip a good
five minutes off the travelling time required to reach Glan Dena by
going to Langdale instead. It may not be surprising, therefore, that
Authority fears that this tiny and unique mountain area may become
swamped " by Midlanders " (Lancastrians go there as of right).
One may feel that, as we have now been linked with the Lakes for
quite some time with a splendidly superdirect motorway, this
conclusion, reached by the Lake District Planning Board, is neither
particularly novel nor profound; but never mind, one sympathises.
How they propose to " positively discourage" visitors, however,
remains to be seen. Traditional Welsh methods, like closing teashops at 4.30 on Saturday afternoons (" We're having ours now ")
are negative rather than positive. They could, of course, simply rope
off the end of the motorway, or divert its extension so as to send
everyone scuttling offcast, there to discover a satisfactory alternative
in the Yorkshire Dales or Chester-le-Street. But if they think we're
going to be fooled by a lot of " No Left Turn " signs in Kendal, the
Board are living in a world of their own.

I
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ACROSS THE SARA UMGA LA
ROBERT PETTIGREW

Geographically, Kulu, in the Punjab of India, is probably the
most accessible area of the Himalaya but politically it is now in the
same unfortunate category as regions further east, i.e., seemingly
closed to European mountaineers for an indefinite period owing to a
succession of military " Emergencies " on remote borders.
These restrictions, imposed at the last moment, seriously affected
the activities of last season's Army Mountaineering Association
party, 1 firstly by reducing it to half the original strength, secondly by
denying it access to the upper Parbati valley, at the head of which
lies the most interesting and alluring concentration of virgin mountains
over 21,000 feet in Kulu and, thirdly, by forcing it to visit an alternative
area barred by three high and wintry passes.
This is the region drained by the upper reaches of the Malana
and Tos rivers, previously visited, among others, by Colonel J. O. M.
Roberts in 1939 and 1941 8 and twenty years later by the Derbyshire
Himalayan Expedition. 5 Fortunately, a few corners had kept their
secrets intact.
Papsura, 21,165 feet, the highest remaining virgin peak in the
northern section of the Kulu-Lahul-Spiti watershed* was unreconnoitered; moreover it lay beyond the Sara Umga La, a pass with
romantic associations in the long history of Indo-Tibet trade but
completely unknown to European mountaineers. According to
A. P. F. Hamilton,6 the pass could not be less than 16,000 feet, and it
was said to be difficult. Nevertheless it carried the ancient traderoute from Ladakh, formerly known as Western Tibet, to RampurBashahr in the Sutlej valley of the Punjab.
Captain Todd, who climbed in Kulu with Bruce in 1912, has
described' the historic events in the Beas valley, notably the seizure
of key points by the Rajput warrior-chieftains in the 17th century
which ended the Tibetan occupation of Kulu. The excessive Customs
Duty vigorously levied and collected by the new regime on goods
passing over the Rohtang La, 13,050 feet there is a canyon still
known as " Customs House" eventually closed the Rohtang and
forced the trade-hungry Tibetans to seek a new pass across the
Divide in an environment traditionally shunned by Indians as hostile.
In Lahul the trade route from the famous Bara Lacha La, 16,047
feet, to the foot of the Sara Umga La, 16,025 feet, traversing uninhabited, inhospitable and difficult terrain, finally skirted the obstructive snout of the Bara Shigri glacier on the true left bank of the
Chandra river to reach Phuti Runi (The Split Rock), the rendezvous
point, in the level area still known as the Plain of the Kanauris.7
The Tibetans used " Biangis" (big sheep) as pack animals
carrying salt, borax, and precious stones. They were met during
'Captain R. E. Langford, R.E., Captain R. G, Pettigrew, The Sherwood Foresters, T.A., Dr. C. J.
'H.J.v.75.
«A.J. 53.323.
"A.J. 67.323.
2A.J. 52.233 and A.J. 53.323.
6K.ulu and Lahul. By Lt.-Col. the Hon. C. G. Bruce, M.V.O., London, Edward Arnold, 1914.

'A.J. 7<j.76.
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October by the Kanauris, enterprising middle-men from Bashahr in
the Sutlej valley. Encamped for a week at the foot of the Chota
Shigri glacier the barter would commence. The biangis were
sheared, their wool being an important commodity for trade. The
barter concluded, the Tibetans would return to Ladakh carrying the
famous Lahul wheat and commodities from the plains of the Punjab.
In the reverse direction the Kanauris, now with their tough little
Bashahr sheep as pack animals, ascended the easy-angled Chota
Shigri glacier, crossed the deep notch of the Sara Umga La, descended
over steep and awkward lateral moraines to the main Tos glacier, and
continued on a good track down the true right bank of the uninhabited Tos nullah to the village of Pulga in the Parbati valley.
Thence their route lay across the upper reaches of the Hurla, Sainj,
Tirthan and Kurpan rivers to Rampur where they met the traders
of the plains on their own terms.
We planned to locate and climb the Sara Umga La en route for
the reconnaissance of Papsura. Dominating the head of the Malana
nullah is Ali Ratni Tibba, 18,013 feet and its fore-top, known locally
as Paptula and Dramtula, a formidable mountain resembling the
Aiguille du Dru. It is undoubtedly the finest and most distinctive
peak viewed from any direction but the Survey of India sheet
53H/SW, | inch to the mile, definitely marks a peak two miles to the
east of Point 18,013 feet, as being Ali Ratni Tibba. Either the name
is misplaced on sheet 52H/SW or mountaineers have mistakenly
ascribed the name to Point 18,013 feet, which should therefore be
unnamed. I subscribe to the view that there is a misprint on the
map because there are so few peaks named in this area it is virtually
certain that Ali Ratni Tibba would not be excluded, whereas its
neighbour to the east is an undistinguished snow dome, unidentifiable
from a distance. Whether or not it should be referred to as Paptula,
the name used by the paharis (hillmen) of the Malana nullah, is
another question. But whatever name it goes under it is a superb
obelisk of a mountain with an unmistakeable aura of impregnability.
Although Handley and Gray of the Derbyshire party had explored
the upper plateau east of the mountain in 1961, the onset of the
monsoon had precluded the chance of a full-scale reconnaissance;
consequently we decided that we should attempt to circumnavigate it,
reconnoitering all sides from close quarters as we went.
With these objectives in mind the A.M.A. party assembled by
degrees in the Johnson Orchards at Raison a small village in the
Beas valley some eighteen miles south of Manali, in early May,
1965. The orchards were developed by the late Colonel J. C.
Johnson, 5 Gurkha Rifles, who had served with Brigadier-General
the Hon. C. G. Bruce, the pioneer of climbing in Kulu. They are
now owned by his son, Mr. James Johnson, who entertained us
royally.
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As a means of transporting stores and equipment to Base Camps
in Kulu and Lahul the use of ponies should be carefully considered.
Their rate of hire is approximately half the cost of coolies shifting
the same total load, and they are certainly half the trouble. However,
in the pre-monsoon season winter snow invariably lies deep on the
passes giving access to the most attractive country and this forbids
the use of pack animals. Post-monsoon they are an economical and
dependable means of transport. In view of the usual snow conditions
prevailing on the Chandra Khanni pass, 11,617 feet, this season, we
decided to recruit Tibetan refugee coolies since they were readily
available in Manali there being a lull in the military road building on
which they are normally employed. We also reasoned that they
were unlikely to yearn after the Melas or Spring Fairs which exercise
a magnetic influence over the Kulu male and draw him unerringly to
the fleshpots of the valley where he consumes loogri, which looks and
tastes like metal polish, and dances languidly on the village greens.
Although John Banon, the Hon. Local Secretary of the Himalayan
Club, warned us that we were certain to experience labour trouble
en route if we employed Tibetans, it was Hobson's Choice.
Accordingly on May 15th, twenty-seven warmly clad and wellshod Tibetans smiling beneath characteristic stetsons and ostentatiously wearing a wide range of mini-swords, were recruited in
Manali and ordered to report the next morning at the expendition
store in the Trout Hatchery near Patlikuhl, twelve miles down the
valley.
Following the usual pattern of high altitude porterage assistance
in Kulu I arranged for three Ladakhi porters to accompany us for the
entire period, a ratio of 1 : 1. However, this ratio rests on the
assumption that the Europeans are at a more than average level of
fitness, and mentally attuned to back-packing in the Himalaya.
This year one member, after several sedentary years in oriental
humidity, felt strongly that only a ratio of 1 : 2 would permit even a
modicum of enjoyment to flavour the climbing. Of course, this
would also double the main overhead cost which would be a serious
and perhaps an untenable proposition for a small party. The three
Kulu veterans, Wangyal, Zangbo and Palgaon, were recruited with
instructions to shepherd the coolies to Patlikuhl on the appointed
day.
May 16th wore on sourly when no-one turned up at the departure
point at the foot of the spur rising steeply to Nagar, but we resignedly
concluded that the Tibetans must have broken their word as Banon
had predicted. However, the next bus disgorged the coolie team, to
the noticeable relief of the other passengers, and we marched them
triumphantly to their loads. Our pleasure at the fact that the coolies
had actually turned up was shortlived when we discovered that they
were three short of the required number. This gave rise to a chronic
wrangle over the carriage of the Ladakhis' food supply, packed in
three man-loads.
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After the two groups had carried out a surreptitious inspection
of each other the Tibetans' ring-leaders opened a brisk assault on the
agreed rate of Rupees 5.50 per day, which was successfully parried
by the sahibs. But when the last coolie had lugged his load across
to the Tibetan sector of the compound, the three Ladakhi sacks stood
forlornly isolated. No amount of cajoling or persuasion served to
get the loads incorporated in the coolie camp. After failing to
persuade three Mela-bound passers-by to accompany us, we played
our last cards we raised the daily rate to R.6. The effect was
remarkable, if sordid, to contemplate, for the coolies accepted this
with alacrity, absorbed the Ladakhi loads somehow in their column
and set off up the track to Nagar at an exaggeratedly brisk pace
aware that half the day had already been lost in not unprofitable
argument.
That evening we camped above Phulinga, the topmost village in
Chakki nullah on a natural step in the spur at 7,600 feet, sheltered
by deodar pine trees, and enjoying an unrivalled view over the
forested rift of the upper Beas valley and the snowy ramp of the
Dhula Dhar range beyond it.
The critical point of the carry to Base Camp was reached at
9,000 feet the next morning when the van of the column reached the
lowest tongue of hard snow protruding down into the forest from the
great basin whose rim forms the Kulu/Malana watershed, in which
lies the pass. As we had anticipated some of the porters hesitated at
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the arctic atmosphere of the country ahead, but we managed to split
the column and a substantial proportion of the party followed
Wangyal and me in a route which contoured through deep snow
around the terminal basin of the Chakki nullah towards the rim.
Fortunately we soon discovered a passable site on a partly thawedout but steep thach (mountain pasture) on which stood a cowherd's
shelter, and the faltering remainder were persuaded by long-distance
shouting to join us.
7
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Langford and Zangbo spent that afternoon energetically breaking
a trail across the basin to the pass while the coolies prepared to
bivouac in worsening weather. The cowherd's shelter was speedily
requisitioned by the strongest group, another party set to and
produced army-type " bashas " but half the porters merely sat and
got wet, alternately demanding and pleading for tents. I had not
intended to loan out our high-altitude tents since the route to Base
Camp lay within the tree-line, but morale was on the decline so I
thought it expedient to accommodate all, risking the fabric and the
inevitable lice rather than face a desertion at this critical juncture.
The next day dawned ominously with an overcast sky and we
postponed the start until seven o'clock. Two hours later the tail-end
of the file had reached the rim of the basin and was negotiating the
mixed crest of snow and frozen grass. Hard-packed drifts forced us
into spectacular traverses on vertical grass slopes, where the Tibetans
abandoned felt-soled boots for bare feet, before we finally crossed the
subsidiary spur to look down into the forested vale of Malana from a
veritable balcony of the gods. We were impressed by the agility and
sure-footedness of the Tibetans; only one man out of the twenty-four
was incompetent in the mountains and the others were quick to point
out that unlike them, Khampas and Amdos, he was merely a
" Tibetan "! Later that day, true to form, the " Tibetan " fell out of
his steps while traversing a snow slope on the descent to a bivouac
site in the forest, glissaded involuntarily on his back at high speed for
several hundred feet, but surprisingly escaped with only a bruising.
As a result of this accident we lost a day's march, but in compensation
1 was able to shoot a plump Koklas pheasant to supplement the pot.
In the vicinity of our camp at 9,500 feet the forest was teeming with
game birds.
Two days and much forest later we were established in Base
Camp, 12,000 feet, which expressed a compromise between the
desire to camp on congenial turf and the need to get close to the
snout of the Malana glacier. Although we were camped on the same
contour as the 1961 Base Camp, our site was an hour's march short
of the earlier one.
Seven porters had been paid off before the first had counted his
roll of rupees and protested that he had been underpaid. In a
gesture of their solidarity unimaginable among local Kulu porters,
the seven then threw their pay into the slush of the camp site. The
row continued for about fifteen minutes. Eventually they were
persuaded to withdraw to their bivouac leaving one man to parley.
The Ladakhis were fearful as the Tibetans in Kulu have a bad
reputation for resorting to knives in a brawl, and they out-numbered
us by four to one.
After several hours of negotiation we conceded defeat when the
Tibetans threatened to " arrest" the Ladakhis, and paid them the
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rate of R6 per day for nine days. The usual rate in Kulu for crossing
snow-bound passes in the pre-monsoon season is R6 per day, outwards, laden, plus R3 per day, homeward, unladen, the number of
days paid being halved for the return. The only compensation we
derived from the next three days of continuous snowfall was a
malicious pleasure at the thought of a long line of unhappy Tibetan
gentlemen tramping through the snow back to Raison.
Every day the storm put an icy sheath on Ali Ratni Tibba
making it the most photogenic and unscalable-looking aiguille any of
us had ever seen. But it was May 25th before we emerged from the
snowed-in camp to break trail to the snout of the Malana glacier and
locate a site for Camp I just above the first ice-fall at 13,000 feet.
For the next three days we ferried supplies sufficient for sixteen days
to the Malana glacier. Our route contoured around the head of the
valley, gaining height steadily except for the crossing of two deep and
prominent couloirs. The northernmost was treated with circumspection as it funnelled all the avalanche debris discharging from a
freely calving hanging glacier on the southern edge of the second shelf
of the triple-decked Deo Tibba massif. Immediately before the
couloir stood the prominent perched block used for generations by
the Ghaddis (nomadic hill shepherds from Kangra) and requisitioned
briefly for a Base Camp kitchen in. 1961 by the Derbyshire party.
It served now to mark a welcome resting place amidst nostalgic
surroundings. Whereas in 1961 we had continued to contour beyond
the couloirs mentioned above, and over the conspicuous, steep
shoulder abutting on the true right bank of the glacier, thus avoiding
loss of height and dropping effortlessly on to the level surface of the
glacier well above the snout, this season the deep snow forced us to
sacrifice our height advantage.
We reluctantly descended the crumbling wall of the lateral
moraine and painfully climbed the snout. The steep ascent to
Camp I punished the unfit, but in the main we seemed a wellacclimatised party which was probably due to the enforced backpacking over the steadily ascending approach march. At Camp I
Langford conceived the brilliant idea of erecting an awning formed
from a one-man tent between the Black's mountain tent and the
Meade. At noon the shade temperature was 40 degrees cooler than
the interior of the tents and the siesta made obligatory by the snow
condition became a pleasure. It was proposed that as the next day
was the twelfth anniversary of the ascent of Everest we should duly
celebrate it by climbing a virgin peak; this would also be a welcome
diversion from the hard labour of breaking a trail to the Sara Umga
La. We decided to attempt a shapely, double-headed mountain in
the east containing wall of the Malana glacier's principal tributary,
the east glacier of Ali Ratni Tibba, henceforth called the east glacier.
At four o'clock the next morning we left Camp I and descended
9
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in the dark over mysterious glacial undulations to the junction of
the glaciers, turning east as the first rays of the sun silvered the
topmost snows. Our line took the snow covered lateral moraine to
reach the upper neV6s. On the level snow-field, a prominent feature
as the massif is viewed from the north-west, we turned south and
contoured steadily around a deep basin. This was succeeded by a
steep slope of several hundred feet bordering a precipitous ice-cliff.
The firm crisp snow facilitated a speedy ascent and we emerged from
the slope on the highest plateau of the neve from which the arele
of our choice rose to its twin headed summit. Langford and Zangbo
had reached the plateau by a different route and now joined us.
Henty and Palgaon were still several hundred feet below, negotiating
the n6ves. As we were resting, absorbed in the panoramic view of
all the Kulu mountains to the north-west, Zangbo suddenly pointed
across the plateau where an enormous bird was laboriously taking
off. At first glance I took the creature for an ibex! It was a ramchukor
(Himalayan snowcock) as big as a peafowl, running clumsily across
the snow. From this encounter we named our objective Ramchukor
Peak.
Roped in pairs, we climbed the graceful and exhilarating arSte
in classic fashion. A short traverse over the steep terminal shoulder
of the north ridge brought us on to the lower summit at eight o'clock.
To the south was a group of unclimbed peaks, their west faces rising
from the east glacier. One of them especially caught our eyes; its
summit was a slender blade of rock terminating abruptly and squarely
like a chisel. Langford promptly named it The Screwdriver.
From our fore-top the ridge descended in a bad step, a crumblingshale shelf from which we jumped on to the corniced ridge. The next
cluster of disintegrating gendarmes was turned on the west side by
descending a steep wall of rotten ice, and then gingerly skirting their
bases. Finally we zig-zagged up the final slope with a wary eye on
the massive cornice which overhung the east face. The climb had
taken just over four hours from Camp I. Our height according to the
aneroid barometer was 17,025 feet.
At nine o'clock, as we were reluctantly preparing to leave our
splendid viewpoint, we saw Henty and Palgaon arriving at the foretop. They obviously intended to wait there for our return so we
commenced the descent on snow already the consistency of sugar.
Once or twice steps collapsed under us and we suspected that the
slope would quickly become treacherous. After resting briefly on
the plateau to unrope and remove surplus clothing we retaliated
against the long steep neves of the morning by descending in
gargantuan leaps and bounds.
May 30th marked the start of the journey to locate and climb
the Sara Umga La. Henty was hors de combat from the previous
day's exertions and the rest of the party were somewhat sluggish.
10
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However, we aimed to reach the second pass at 15,000 feet leading
into the upper Tos nullah, which we named the Pass of the Animals,
and place a camp on the col. This we duly accomplished, stimulated
by one of the finest views in Kulu the unrivalled prospect of the
majestic mountains forming the Kulu/Lahul watershed. Papsura,
21,165 feet, looked formidable of structure and approach but we
thought we saw the deep notch of the Sara Umga La by which we
hoped to carry a reconnaissance towards the mountain. Later, it
was obvious that we had correctly identified the pass. Camp II
established, we withdrew down to Camp I, pausing briefly to examine
the substantial cairns built on our first crossing of the pass in 1961.8
We glissaded much of the descent and I am convinced that skis
would be worth their weight in gold here during the pre-monsoon
season.
On the last day in May we again hauled up the drawbridge by
shifting the bulk of Camp I to the Pass of the Animals. An identical
pattern of ferry was executed when we advanced Camp III to a
sheltered site under the curve of the great lateral moraine of the
true right bank of the Tos glacier as it swings south at the head of
the main Tos nullah.
Looking northwards from the crest of the great moraine, we
identified the Sara Umga La as a text-book col flanked by monumental
buttresses of red rock. The approach, on June 3rd, lay across the
mainstream of the Tos glacier and the route over the ice gave us
interesting views of the unexplored group of mountains lying to the
north-west, from which the west branch of the glacier flows. We
aimed diagonally across the glacier, working upstream from the
Sara Umga La and looking for a footing on the unattractive gullies
and buttresses of the highly weathered moraine wall which steeply
bordered the north side of the valley.
A prominent couloir seemed to give access to the upper slopes
leading to the pass, but ultimately our way was barred by a steep rock
rib which we eventually turned by a delicate traverse over an uncertain
mixture of ice and rock. Our way now wended eastwards over the
ne"ves aiming at the elusive crest-line. Gradually a shapely summit
came into view, the north-westerly satellite, Point 20,300 feet, of
Papsura, shortly to be joined by the distinctive peaks of Lahul above
the Chota Dara region of the Chandra valley, which I easily identified.'
We had climbed the pass and it possessed all the atmosphere we had
imagined from its former role. It remained to dump the supplies and
return to Camp III for the tents.
This we did with difficulty since a snowfall the previous night,
coupled with an overcast sky, had softened the lower slopes of the
ascent to the pass, and being heavily laden we floundered through the
crust at every step, cursing colourfully. Fortunately the surface of
the upper slopes bore our weight and we regained the col gratefully.
"A.J. 68.55

»A.J. 70.76.
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At noon a snowstorm set in from the south and we were incarcerated
for the next forty hours, the climax occurring the following day at
four o'clock in the afternoon when we estimated the gusts at 60-70
m.p.h. The pressure on the Ladakhis' Meade, a veteran of four
Himalayan seasons, proved too much and the roof split vertically
down the side seam. Coated with rime, sitting phlegmatically in the
icy interior, the imperturbable Ladakhis found needle and thread
and commenced sewing up the seam!
Parties in Kulu pre-monsoon can expect to lose 25 % of their
working days in bad weather. Despite the locals' view that the bad
weather of recent summers can be attributed to the wrath of the gods
at the impious scattering of Mr. Nehru's ashes from an aeroplane,
or to Chinese atom bomb tests in Tibet, the uncertainty of Kulu
weather, pre-monsoon, can be ascertained from every account of
mountaineering there since the days of Bruce.
Two Ladakhis, Langford and I, supported by Henty and Palgaon
for the day, set off from Camp IV on June 8th, carrying a light camp
for the reconnaissance of Papsura from the south and west. Ahead
was the east wall of the Chota Shigri glacier from which flowed two
tributary glaciers having their origin in a common neve" at the foot
of Point 20,300 feet, the north-westerly outlier of Papsura, but
separated by a great buttress of red rock. The more direct route
lay over the nearest, or southernmost glacier, gentle in gradient but
dangerously exposed to avalanches from the ice-cap directly above it.
Hence we chose the northernmost glacier, avoiding the low-lying
snout by means of a conspicuous couloir between the two glaciers,
which placed us half-way up the colossal red wall to the south-west.
After three hours we reached the plateau which we crossed to its
abrupt termination in a great cornice. Beneath us the supporting
wall fell precipitously into an unknown glacier cwm draining west
into the lower (northerly) reaches of the Chota Shigri glacier. Our
lofty plateau at 18,025 feet was bounded on the west by an indeterminate rock ridge and on the north-east by the steep and icy
flanks of Point 20,300 feet. Our hope of traversing around the
north side of the latter for a view of this approach to Papsura was
dashed by the unexpected intrusion of the savage-looking cwm,
unmarked on Survey of India Sheet 53 E.-NW.NE. Beyond the
cwm to the north was the great square-topped mountain a landmark
in Lahul shown as the northernmost (21,200 feet) of two 21,000-foot
peaks on Holmes' sketchmap of the Spiti-Lahul-Kulu watersheds. 10
We are confident that this peak does not exceed 20,000 feet, being
in the same category as the 20,300 foot peak which Holmes marks
as the southernmost 21,000 foot peak. Papsura is therefore restored
to its former seniority in the northern section of the Divide.
However, it was obviously possible to traverse the n6ves eastward to their termination against the south ridge of Point 20,300 feet
>°A.J. 61.458.
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from which we should obtain a good view of the western aspect of
Papsura. The next morning we skirted the basin under the precipitous walls of Point 20,300 feet, observing a forked couloir in the
south face which, in better conditions, would be climbable. The
flank of the ridge was defended by a bergschrund which Wangyal
stormed ebulliently. Once on the ridge, in a shallow col, we saw
more or less what we had expected. A steep-walled cirque, the back
(north) wall linking Point 20,300 feet and Papsura, drained to the
south-east in an easy glacier tributary of the Tos east glacier, in line
with which we identified Point 19,061 feet, first climbed by Colonel
J. O. M. Roberts in 1941."
A study of Papsura was discouraging. To the north a broad
shallow couloir led to the lowest point of the ridge connecting
Point 20,300 feet with Papsura but its outlet was blocked and overhung by dangerous ice-cliffs. Moving around the steep west face
to the south, at a lower level, more ice-cliffs dominated the scene
until they merged with the bastion-like buttresses of the south ridge.
Depressed by the perishing cold of our exposed viewpoint and the
uncompromising nature of Papsura, we turned to warmer views of
Deo Tibba and Indrasan in the south-west. AH Ratni Tibba loomed
large on the southern horizon and this view seemed to belie its
reputed 18,013 feet.
Returning to our plateau camp we struck it and descended to the
Sara Umga La, Langford and I making a route down the snout of the
ascent glacier. On our return to camp Henty and Palgaon confirmed
that the Chota Shigri glacier led easily into the Chandra valley.
Picking up the camp after a brief rest we plunged down in the face of
a gathering storm to old Camp III beneath the moraine of the Tos
glacier where we arrived weary, wet and cold in the late afternoon.
Thursday, June 10th, was an epic day's back-packing of nine and
a half hours' duration which none of us will ever forget. After
strenuously striking the frozen camp we broke trail away from the
Divide at six o'clock. As the sun gained strength the route became
an obstacle course set by a malicious snow god of spurs, basins and
endlessly unfolding whale-backs. No-one should ever climb in this
area again in the pre-monsoon without skis !
Resting on the Pass of the Animals at 15,025 feet near the twin
cairns built by our party of Ladakhi and British climbers in 1961,
I reflected how symbolic they were of our team work in these
mountains. There would be no expedition successes in Kulu without
the participation of these hardy and cheerful hillmen.
The recovery of our cache at Camp I marked the last phase of
our expedition. Henty, Palgaon and Zangbo would climb in the
group of virgin peaks south of our camp, above the east glacier, while
Langford, Wangyal and I would carry out a close reconnaissance of
Ali Ratni Tibba by circumnavigating the base of the peak.
Evidently the east glacier was fed by nev6s accumulating from
Dome Peak, across the glacier to the north-east of Ali Ratni Tibba,
"A.J. 53.323.
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and from the flanks of the latter. It seemed likely that another pass
could be made into the lower Tos nullah from this glacier but we had
no time to confirm this.
On June 12th, we left the east glacier by a conspicuous ice-fall
beneath the east face of Ali Ratni Tibba, climbing the first part by a
steep couloir exposed to falling ice from the upper terraces of the
. face. At 700 feet we were able to cross to an avalanche runnel on to
easy n6v6s. These we followed round to gain the high plateau giving
access to the unclimbable south ridge and the west face of Ali Ratni
Tibba. Camp was established at 15,500 feet on the col between the
mountain and the scattered group of aiguilles known as the Manikaren
Spires. To the north, descending steeply, the west glacier, which we
intended to explore, led back to the Malana nullah. Our return there
via the west glacier made a new pass which we named Pass of the
Obelisks from the many rock spires in its vicinity.
We climbed a viewpoint at 16,500 feet to the west the next day
to examine the west face, north-west ridge and south ridge of the
mountain. If the upper north-west ridge could be gained then it
would offer the best chance of an ascent of the mountain but its lower
section terminates in an astonishing vertical cliff more than 1,000 feet
high, so it would have to be reached by traversing the steep complex
of rock walls and ice-fields of the west face. Such a route would
require considerable resources and a prolonged period of preparation,
probably from a well-established camp in the Pass of the Obelisks,
which could be supplied without difficulty from the Malana nullah.
The party returned to the pass, struck camp and descended the
unknown glacier to a new site above the conspicuous ice-fall a
notable landmark on the west glacier as seen from the Derbyshire
Base Camp site across the Malana river. In the evening, on the
mist-wreathed glacier, we reconnoitered the first part of the ice-fall
and decided that the best line for the descent lay down the true left
bank.
Next morning an avalanche fan gave a steep but firm descent
through the spectacular 1,200 foot ice-fall and in thirty minutes we
had descended to the level glacier. Without difficulty we rejoined the
Malana valley, impressed by a rich, fecund smell after sterile weeks
on the snow. The party was re-united in Base Camp to which
Henty and the Ladakhis had already evacuated Camp I, having
achieved the first ascent of the northernmost peak in the group,
un-named point 16,800 feet.
With coolies recruited from the mountain-girt and mysterious
community of Malana, 8,740 feet, where we revived the ancient
custom of presenting a silver horse symbol to the temple of the god
Jang Jamlu, we withdrew from the area in a memorable and strenuous
afternoon's march down the remarkable and precipitous gorge of the
Malana river, reaching the motorable road of the Parbati valley at
Jari, where we sought refuge at the forest Rest House in the evening
of June 17th.
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The Snow Arete to the Fore-Top.
'limbing Ramchltkor Peak, 17,025 ft.
Deo Tibba, 19,687 ft. and ludrasan, 20,410 ft. in the background.
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Top :

Crossing tlie River on tiie Geiva Ova Plain
Jill Soldi

Bottom :

Looking South towards the liead of the first valley ice visited
Jill Gold;,
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19. 1005
A DAY ON THE HILL
JILL GOLDSMITH

Ids

We were camped in a beautiful green valley called the Telgui
Savi which lies along the eastern flank of Resko Tepe, 4170 m., the
highest peak in the Cilo Dag group in Eastern Turkey. The valley
head is encircled by a wall of high towers which arise in a profusion
of rock colours, yellows, browns, greens, black and ochre, all twisted
and intruded to form a geologist's paradise. A clear stream spun
down towards Persia and was quickly vitalised by the typical creamy
waters of the glacier which fell earthwards from the north-east wall
of Resko. Alpine flowers grew in abundance and our delight in this
place was heightened by its solitude, for unlike the other valleys which
we had visited, no Kurds grazed their summer flocks on these richly
pastured hillsides. We wondered if there was perhaps a local suspicion
of this place, a thought strengthened by Gerhard and Robin finding
an ancient white stone carved with crosses and other symbols hidden
amongst the boulders. Had the Nestorian Christians fled here in
search of a hide-out before they were eventually all massacred?
This lovely valley was surrounded by challenging mountains of which
Resko became the most dominant in our minds. For nearly two
weeks we had wandered around her feet looking up at the great walls
and ridges searching for a new route for our ascent. We quickly
abandoned the north wall as being far beyond our strength and had
eventually chosen the east face, a five mile rampart stretching downwards from the summit and ending as a grassy spur in the Rudbari
Sin, a hothouse valley running at right angles to the Telgui Savi.
Monica and I had sat for several hours searching this great face for
a possible weakness before we finally agreed upon a line.
The assault day dawned cool and clear, and we quickly breakfasted on oats and biscuits and jam, washed down with plenty of
tea. Monica's husband Bob, and Michael, our cameraman, had
agreed to accompany us and soon four sleepy figures were stumbling
along in the half light across the old moraine to the glacier stream.
Having always fancied myself as a long-jumper I ran quickly forward
and leapt high across the waters only to land right in the middle of
the icy cold torrent. Stung by injured pride and rudely awakened I
scrambled to the safety of the other side accompanied by the jeers of
my companions, furious with myself for having forgotten about the
extra weight in my rucksack. The other three crossed in a far more
dignified manner, striding from boulder to boulder. I shivered and
grumbled to myself as we made height up to the small hanging valley
which lay at the foot of the east face. A pleasant rock scramble to
the lip of the valley soon brought us out into the sun which even at
the early hour of four o'clock was surprisingly strong, causing my wet
clothes to steam and dry and giving me a private Turkish bath which
seemed rather appropriate in the circumstances. We waded waist
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high through flowers until we reached a snow patch which led up to
a small rock ridge at the base of our climb. It was sheer joy to be on
snow again after the dust and heat on the valleys. Kick, kick, kick
and we were on rock once more. Here the angle was easy and we
soloed slowly upwards revelling in the clean yellow rock. On our left
was a gully which we hoped to be able to traverse into higher up
where it changed from scree to pleasantly angled slabs leading to the
summit ridge.
Monica was ahead as usual whilst I was having to make a
determined effort not to get left too far behind. By now the effects
of my involuntary Turkish bath had worn off and I was beginning
to hate the sun which was beating down upon us. It was the part of a
mountain day when my morale is always at its lowest. The early
start was making itself felt, the top seemed miles away and 1 was
wishing I had eaten a good breakfast. I paused for a moment to
ease the weight off my aching shoulders. High above two eagles,
coasting in the air currents, made intricate patterns in the sky. A
brilliant green lizard darted in front of my boot, perfectly at home on
this rocky terrain. Bob was some way below me puffing and panting
under his battered sun-hat, whilst Michael with his passion for
independence and loaded down with cameras, was making his own
private route over to the right. Gradually recovering from my
lassitude I began to catch Monica up, until I paused once more below
a rocky shelf to look down the valley. At its lower end it swung
round in a curve to join the Rudbari Sin and from this junction arose
a most elegant mountain. Unmapped, unnamed and probably
unclimbed, it stood isolated, its two opposing ridges sleeked upwards
to the summit with a pear-shaped cwm curving down between them.
Suddenly my attention was attracted by a movement near-by and
I saw two bright brown ears peeping over the rock on my left.
Amazed and delighted, I called out to Monica who was on the ledge
above me, " Look M., a bear! " Turning round she replied, " Oh!
how lovely." To our horror the bear, growling suspiciously, bounded
up the rock towards Monica. Screaming with terror she frantically
tried to free her axe to protect herself from the charging animal. I
picked up the nearest stone, a small pebble, and threw it at the large
brown body but it bounced off ineffectually. This was very fortunate
for we were told later of a Kurdish shepherd who, on seeing a bear
attacking one of his lambs, threw a stone at the invader which
immediately rounded on the poor man and mauled him to death.
At the last moment Monica stepped aside and the bear, which was
by now only about five feet from her, spun round on its hind legs,
cuffed the cub which was scrambling up behind in hot pursuit, and
disappeared down the mountain. Bob and Michael, who had been
out of sight but not out of earshot, quickly caught us up, looking
rather pale under their sun tan. And so a rather frightened little
party gathered on the ledge, each telling the others his version of the
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episode. I began to feel rather guilty because on several occasions
we had seen bear droppings amongst the boulders and smelt their
strong scent, and I had kept saying that I wished we could see one.
Little did I realise then how well my wish was to be granted. We had
been warned of these Syrian mountain bears, but had been assured
that at this time of the year they were harmless.
Now the mountain began to ring with a variety of odd noises.
We quickly developed bear-scaring techniques and for the benefit of
future expeditions to the area I will describe our methods. First of
all there is the shout which is usually rather suppressed and selfconscious at the start but a vivid imagination soon stimulates a
variety of grunts and yodels, interspersed with the occasional tonguetrilling. This can be learnt during the march-in from the locals who
use it for herding their sheep and goats at full speed around the
hillsides, usually in the early morning and late afternoon. This
technique however is rather exhausting at high altitude and its use is
not recommended above 3,500 m. Variations such as singing can be
adopted but this may not be suitable if there is a musician in the
party. The second device involves the use of an ice-axe which is
banged firmly on any nearby rock projections producing a ringing.
Great care must be taken not to damage the axe. This method is
difficult to employ on snow which as we discovered later is a favourite
spot for bears for their early morning wash and frolic. Thirdly when
a suspicious looking boulder or cave lies ahead a stone can be
lobbed into the danger zone after the fashion used by soldiers when
throwing hand-grenades. Special precautions such as a helmet may
be necessary when other climbers are around.
Using all these methods with complete success we moved rapidly
up the face, but unfortunately we became so obsessed with the bears
that we failed to pay proper attention to the route and climbed well
above our proposed traverse line before we were stopped by an
abrupt change in the rock which steepened sharply above us and in
texture resembled burnt flaky pastry with the same disintegrating
qualities. It was totally unsafe. On the left our subsidiary ridge
plunged several feet into the gully below in a series of overhanging
ledges. We would have had to abseil free with no means of knowing
how much our ridge overhung the gully or whether there was a good
landing place. Another problem was the complete lack of belays,
for the rock was so brittle and there were no suitable cracks for the
pegs which I had dutifully carried for such an occasion. I did try a
rather hair-raising traverse out along the top ledge hoping either to
be able to see further down into the gully or to find a belay, but all I
achieved was the knowledge that we were in for a long retreat.
Bitterly disappointed, we took one last look at the gentle sweep of
slabs in the gully-bed which led so easily to the summit ridge, before
turning away and slowly making our way back towards the valley.
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Lower down we had to make a short traverse across steep, hardbaked earth where even our ice-axes could make no mark. So with
toes and fingers crossed we clutched our way from plant to plant;
funny bush-like structures capped by yellow flowers and covered with
black-fly. A very messy business. Further on we scrambled down a
narrow gully which led to the top of a short buttress of firm yellow
rock. Delighted we climbed downwards and were soon on the snow
again, glissading over the bear tracks to the nearest stream where we
quickly threw off the sacks to gulp greedily at the cool spring water.
I rummaged in my sack and found a packet of Horlicks tablets which
together with a tin of sardines, helped to fill the gap created by the
day's activities. Resting in the sunshine we looked up at the great
face above which had provided us with such excitement and
disappointment.
Tired and hungry we trudged back to basecamp where our
Kurdish muleteers, Madhat and Forish, awaited our return. They
rushed eagerly towards us taking our loads and shaking us warmly
by the hand. " Resko ? " they enquired. I shook my head sadly.
But they still seemed delighted for we had returned safely. Kropach
bounded up wagging his huge tail and rolling over on his back in
excitement. At least he was a friendly animal even though he was an
Anatolian sheepdog which are renowned for their ferocity. We had
won his favour by feeding him on all our scraps, so perhaps a pot of
honey for the bears would have been a good idea, I thought, as I
watched his friendly antics.
That evening after a huge meal we sat around the dung fire under
the star-encrusted sky and recounted the bear incident to our friends.
As neither party spoke a common language the whole affair was
enacted in the fire-light. With much hand waving, growling and
shouts of " lya," the Kurdish for bear and one of the few words we
had learnt, we told our story. Our Kurds seemed delighted with the
performance and long after I had gone to bed I could hear them
talking it all over. I turned over sleepily; yes, we had failed today
but it was a memorable failure and perhaps the morrow would bring
success.

23. 1009
THE WAY IS THE WAY
SHOWELL STYLES

To some the title may look as though it ought to go on " is the
way is the way is the way " ad inf. To you, enlightened reader, it will
appear (correctly) as an apt quotation from The Pilgrim's Progress;
but to this pilgrim, who walked the Pennine Way from end to end in
the autumn of 1965, it did at times seem that the Way went on ad
something not far short of infinitum. Starting at Edale in Derbyshire,
it runs northward along the spine of England into Scotland at Kirk
Yetholm, a round-figure distance of 250 miles which any respectable
map-measurer will amend to 261 at least. (Dwellers north of the
Border contend that the Pennine Way runs south, but this contrariness is typical of the Scots.) There is no continuous footpath.
The planning of the Way, which began thirty years before its opening
in April, 1965, was based on the resolve " that nothing should be
done to detract from the wild character of the country through which
the Way passes," and though lane and bridle-path play their parts
in the route much of it traverses high and trackless moorland, where
map and compass are as necessary to the walker as his legs.
>.i,

Nothing, I think, more distinguishes the modern mountaineer
from his predecessors than his attitude to walking. In North Wales,
at any rate, one rarely meets a climber who considers walking to be
a necessary part of his pastime. Yet Whymper and his contemporaries
would refuse to start for a climb with a companion who could not
walk fifty miles in a day without tiring, and this choosiness was
certainly one reason why the parties of those days, ill-equipped by
modern standards and lacking decent huts, brought off their triumphs
in defiance of exposure and fatigue. This last consideration enabled
me to think of a sixteen-day walk as being not entirely divorced from
mountaineering; something that Slingsby and Collie and the other
fathers of the craft would have thought worth doing. Not that I
proposed to emulate the fifty-mile day of the Whymperian era. An
average of 16 m.p.d. would do for me, and my rucksack since I
planned to stay overnight at Youth Hostels, inns, and farms could
weigh no more than 20 pounds. The ideal Wayfarer carries a
lightweight tent, I suppose, for the Way isn't planned to allow for
accommodation at equal intervals along its length; but I'd done
enough Sherpa stuff in my time and intended to enjoy myself if the
weather was kind.
The weather was not kind. Golden sunlight set the doughs of
Kinder Scout glowing when I arrived at Edale on the evening of
September 1st, but it was the last sunlight I was to see for five days.
Mist, gale, and drenching rain were my companions over the peathags of Kinder and Bleaklow, across the soggy moorlands of
Tooleyshaw Moss and Black Moss and the rest. They were my only
companions. I had half-expected the Way to be a procession of
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earnest ramblers chanting (possibly to guitar accompaniment) the
Pennine Way Song, but it was deserted. On the third day a twentyfour-mile stretch and the longest of the journey 1 finished by fording
a thigh-deep stream in the dark and dragging my oozing limbs through
a Saturday night dinner-dance at a Thornton-in-Craven hotel. Things
got better north of Malham, which is a delightful place in spite of its
tourist weekend appendages, and the rain gave sufficient respite for a
look at Gordale Scar. The sixth day was the driest of them all, though
it was an easy hill-track walk from Horton-in-Ribblesdale to Hawes.
There was sun and a perishing cold wind, but at last I could find
something to look at other than map and compass blue cloudshadow racing up the flanks of Whernside, the Lakeland fells black
and notchy in the distance, the endless moorlands belatedly revealing
their true beauty in purple and gold against a sky of forget-me-not
blue. At Hawes I had a hundred miles behind me and was fiddle-fit.
Hawes to Keld, and Keld to Middleton-in-Teesdale, had their
glimpses of distance between the rainstorms but there had been
nothing yet to convince me that there was anything really exciting
about the Pennine Way.
The ninth day did it. There can be few finer hill-walks than the
crossing of the Pennines from Middleton to Dufton, starting in the
lush vale of the Tees and following the river's progress in reverse from
lowland to moorland; past High Force and Cauldron Snout, fording
the Maize Beck in spate, rising slowly to the rim of the moors where
they end with dramatic suddenness in High Cup Nick. From the
wide rocky gate of the Nick the Pennines fall away in rock-wall and
scree for a good thousand feet to the wide green plain of the Eden,
and the sense of height as you stand on the edge is Alpine, even
Himalayan, in its impressiveness. This was undoubtedly my best
day, though on the succeeding one I traversed Cross Fell, 2,930 feet
and the highest of the Pennines. There may be a fine view from
Cross Fell, but not in blinding mist driving at Force 8; and the summit
is a featureless plateau where you could play off a dozen football
matches at once. The one redeeming feature of the tenth day was
its end at the George and Dragon in Garrigill, one of the very few
good inns left in England.
North of Garrigill the Way goes all antiquarian, dodging about
to take you along the lines of Roman roads and eventually landing
you on Hadrian's Wall, a very evocative-of-the-past place in spite of
the spades and shanties of the Ministry of Works. And from here,
on the thirteenth day, I plunged into the forestry that covers all the
northern end of the Pennines except such areas as are used as artillery
ranges. I am no admirer of forestry and I found this part of the trek
laborious and rather boring; but I was within long gun-shot of the
Border and could almost hear the sound of the pipes. The evening
of the fifteenth day saw me plodding out of the forest and up to the
hospitable Byrness Hotel, at the foot of Cheviot itself.
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The final stretch of the Way, across the Border to Kirk Yetholm,
is 27 miles, with no accommodation on the crossing unless you
descend from the Cheviot halfway and sleep in a herd's cottage in one
of the glens below, which I proposed to do. A meeting with two
students at the Byrness Hotel, who had attempted to do the crossing
in one and had had to spend the night out under a boulder, confirmed
that this was a wise proposition. But the Cheviot was disappointing.
It is a succession of huge, rolling hills of grass and peat, with a stout
wire fence running for miles along the broad ridge to mark the
Border and keep the Scots within bounds. There are Pennine Way
signposts every mile or so. It was one of my very few fine days and
the views on either hand were delectable, but there was something
lacking in the unexciting shapes on every hand. After a while I
realised that the missing item was rock. A tiny crag an the very last
summit, The Schil, gave me a pang of nostalgia for Wales, where
2,000-foot summits and ridges don't cushion their shapely bones with
such masses of peat and turf. Rock is what you'll miss on the Pennine
Way, and for all its revelation of the enormous open spaces that are
still spread in the midst of over-populated Britain you'll find very
little to compare with even the second-best of Cambria or Cumbria.
But the journey was over and it had been worth it. It ended at
Kirk Yetholm, the last home of the Gypsies, as it had begun at Edale
in mist and gale and rain. Even in drier weather it must be the
longest bit of bog-wading in Britain my boots had been continuously soaked for more than 250 miles. There had been many
good moments and some tricky compass-work; encounters in hostel
and inn with miners, surgeons, pop-musicians and research students;
and as much fresh air and exercise as anyone could wish for. And
if there had been temptations the obvious short-cut, the convenient
bus from A to B I had dealt with them as a Pilgrim should, and
followed every yard of the Pennine Way without deviation. Which
was, indeed, the whole point of the thing, for " the Way is the Way,
and there is an end."
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STELLA ALPINA
TOM HUCKERBY

For most of the dark hours cold rain had drummed intermittently
on the slatted wooden roof of the mountain hut high in the Tyrol
which was my haven for the night. A projected 5 a.m. start with its
attendant plans had floundered in the face of the deluge, and my
companions and I slept through until 8 o'clock. We stirred to find
improving weather. Blue sky and sunshine tentatively appeared
through openings amidst the swirling mists that still clung to the
mountains. Mysterious openings in the clouds gave tempting
glimpses of the mountains surrounding us.
We hurriedly breakfasted in an ornate panelled dining room,
dark against the new brightness outside, and prepared for a belated
outing, three of us planning an expedition " off the cuff " by scanning
the skyline rather than any guidebook. We sat on the chilled step,
freshly drying in the breeze, to pull on our boots, which were still
damp from the previous day.
Ahead, at the bifurcation of the valley, stood an isolated peak,
sporting a prominent rocky ridge in its upper part. It rose out of
grassy slopes which merged into a snowfield on its right flnak. The
angle of the sun shadowed the right side of a gully amongst the grass,
and this we decided to follow on our uncharted pathway to the
skyline.
The right bank of a fast flowing stream, swollen and brown from
the rains, bore a muddy and stony path, and along this we slid and
squelched until we came to a gravelly descent and a river crossing.
The water here was grey-brown, effluent from a glacier, much receded
but still constantly scouring its bed-rock. The stream path was
strewn with angular boulders, cast haphazardly as if they were dice
from a giant game, and a diligent search was necessary to discover
the best crossing place. A precarious hop-scotch across wet blocks
and frothing icy waters landed us on a grassy meadow below our
chosen gully.
Away from the foaming torrent we strode, into that stillness
typical of the heart of the mountains. Above rose the gully, completely carpeted in vegetation. We rose up gently at first, over slopes
that were stepped as if to form a natural stairway. Grass flowed
around our legs as we walked, glittering as if coated with diamonds.
Soon we were drenched with dew up to the thighs and our bare arms
glistened with moisture as we thrust them through the herbage in
search of holds to aid our progress up the steepening and narrowing
funnel. Here and there we made zig-zag progress along little
terraces backed by rocky outcrops half hidden by moss.
Wisps of steam wavered over ths slopes below, quickly being
dispersed by the breeze; underfoot crushed stems of the luscious
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undergrowth yielded a fresh fragrance to the incredible brilliance
of the day.
Suddenly from above I heard a cry of delight. We all gathered
to discover its cause. There, half hidden in the greenery, was the
unmistakable milky velvet rosette that was the flower of Edelweiss.
Almost unreal it was, as if cut from an old cream felt hat, neatly
pinned to its stem by a cluster of black pinheads. This alpine gem,
driven from the well frequented ways of the Tyrol, still made its
home in this unknown verdant gully on an unimportant mountain.
None of us had ever seen the plant before, but as we clustered round
we realised that this single shoot was but a sentinel, acting outpost
guard to acres of his brothers. As we looked upwards more and
more sprang into sight as if they had been hiding away like a birthday
surprise. They nestled everywhere, fighting for purchase with the
myriad other plants and flowers which dwelt in this botanist's
paradise.
All too soon we urged ourselves upwards out of this secret
garden and on to the harsher brown and dusty world of the mountains, which forced their old bones out from the snows to gently
decay in the extremes of an alpine climate.

28. 1014
THOUGHTS OF A MUNRO BAGGER
DAVID SMITH

The noble sport of Munro Bagging is criticised in some quarters,
but it can do nothing but good in providing an added incentive to
get off the beaten track into lesser known country. Although this is
maybe not quite so true nowadays with better roads and transport,
there must be a lot of Sassenachs whose knowledge of the Scottish
Highlands does not extend beyond Glencoe, the Ben and Skye.
These areas are very fine indeed but comprise only a small part of the
country.
The reasons for climbing particular mountains are legion, but I
think all will admit an urge to get up the highest top in a new area
even if it is not an outstandingly interesting one. From that as a
start one looks to other objectives, and in Scotland it is here that
Munro's Tables come into their own. Even with these, however,
one has to have a reason of some sort for choosing a particular
mountain to ascend the four thousanders being an obvious category
to knock off. Other worthy aims emerge from this. For instance,
how many of us have stood by the cairn of the lowest Munro, Carn
Aosda, only 3,003 feet in height and easily accessible from the top of
the Cairnwell or Devil's Elbow road where one's car can be left at
2,199 feet. One is not limited to just the one top either and a pleasant
round can be made to include the Cairnwell itself, Carn nan Sac and
Carn a'Gheoidh, passing by Loch Vrotachan on the way. Not unduly
interesting mountains maybe, but they provide good outlooks and
exercise together with the interest of being on new ground. This
latter point is really the crux of the matter. One will probably
spend most of one's time on more spectacular ground where climbing
is established, but in my mind there is a strong urge to go somewhere
new, even if not so obviously interesting. There is some truth in the
thought that it is better to ascend a relatively uninteresting hump for
the first time than to follow the worn groove up the familiar peak
for the hundredth occasion.
Having been lucky enough to spend a lot of time in Scotland I
have been able to give some thought to this matter of worthy objectives which has resulted in many memorable days. One scheme
was to have got up the most northerly, southerly, easterly and
westerly Munro on the mainland. This objective came to mind as a
result of being stationed on the east coast at the foot of the Eastern
Grampians. From there a short drive up Glen Esk followed by a
pleasant stroll into Glen Mark places one at the foot of Mount Keen.
From Invermark Lodge an easy ascent took me to the summit cairn
at 3,077 feet. On my first ascent I didn't even realise it was of
particular significance but reading the S.M.C. Guide later on, I saw
the words " the most easterly Munro," and there the idea was born.
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The most southerly Munro is known to all, though probably
more often ascended by the tourist than the mountaineer. Ben
Lomond seen across the Loch when journeying north is a fine sight
but not many of us have spent the few hours necessary to climb it.
This is understandable, as apart from a fine view there is not really
sufficient in the tourist groove from Rowardennan to divert one from
the long haul north or south. The hills to the west of Loch Lomond,
including the Cobbler, are far more attractive to the mountaineer in
any case if some time is to be spent in the area.
I decided to do it one week-end, however, and in an effort to
make it more exciting camped near the Water of Chun below the
Dubh Lochan to the east. From this place the Water of Chun is
crossed and a climb over heather takes one to the motor track going
over into Gleann Dubh from Croit-an-Schluic. This gives easy going
into Gleann Dubh and a pleasant way can be made up it past some
farms. By Stuc a'Bhuic the river has to be forded to reach the farm
of Comer with the east face of Ben Lomond rising quite impressively
behind. The ascent of this face by scrambling up a steep ridge of
rock and grass is not difficult but certainly more interesting than the
tourist route, and the sudden view from the summit is very rewarding.
When in the far north one must clearly ascend Ben Hope, the
most northerly Munro, and this can provide an interesting, but not
long day. It is not true that one can see the sun from this summit at
midnight on midsummer's day, but it does scarcely become dark at
that time. Last time I climbed this mountain I approached from the
west and took the rough unmetalled track over from Eriboll, thus
having to start my day by wading thigh deep through the broad
Strathmore River at Cashel Dhu. The track by Loch Hope is now
metalled, but hardly crowded, and after crossing it a most enjoyable
ascent may be made through trees with primroses underfoot, until by
climbing steeply above one comes on to a shelf at about 1,000 feet
and finds Dubh Loch na Beinne. From here the upper part of the
mountain rises steeply in a series of buttresses. Climbing of varying
standards is available on these but they lend themselves best to long
scrambly ascents with nothing more than about " Diff" thrown in.
If one follows a buttress towards the northerly end, one emerges on
the main north ridge of the mountain, and by ascending this to the
south one is faced with a little climb to get on top. This last bit
is in a fine position and the S.M.C. Guide suggests that under severe
conditions one might have to make a considerable detour to avoid
it. There are not so many mountains in this country requiring a
climb to follow one of their main ridges.
The view from the top is extensive with all northern Scotland in
view, and the coast from Duncansby Head in the east to Cape
Wrath in the west. Beyond the coast lie the Orkneys, and North
Rona is alleged to be visible on a good day to the north west. To
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the south a long broad ridge makes an easy descent to the track once
again.
Crossing to the west, the most westerly Munro is Sgurr na
Banachdich in the Cuillin, a well known peak in a popular area
which I had climbed fairly early in my efforts at mountaineering.
The most westerly Munro on the mainland, however, is a different
proposition. Ladhar Bheinn rises to the south of Loch Hourn and
the easiest access would be to hire a boat from Arnisdale. In this
manner the peak could be readily climbed in a day trip, if you were
based reasonably near to Arnisdale, and could get a boat.
As my wife and I were camping at Fort William on an Easter
Meet when we did it, we motored by Loch Quoich to Kinlochourn
where we started to walk. It would be rather a long day to climb
Ladhar Bheinn in one go from this place, especially if one had to
drive to and from Fort William. We therefore carried lightweight
camping gear and made our way on the fine track down the south
shore of Loch Hourn. The scenery was first class and the track
occasionally rose several hundred feet for reasons only known to its
makers which caused much toil but gave us varied outlooks. Camp
was duly set up some miles along, a wonderful spot to enjoy a sunny
evening with our objective in view. There was an unspoiled peacefulness about, which is getting harder and harder to find nowadays.
We only saw one person, and he was in an outboard propelled boat
out on the Loch. The track was clearly not trodden by the multitudes, and although numbers of people must go that way from time
to time we felt some of the joys of exploration.
The alarm clock woke us to an Alpine start next morning and
we were very pleased to find perfect weather. After breakfast we
packed our camping gear and cached it under a boulder before
setting off for our mountain. A grand walk followed along the track
to Barrisdale with Ladhar Bheinn now rising grandly across the bay,
showing an impressive array of crags around Coire Dorrcaill.
Working our way round the bay, which forces a sizeable detour from
the crow's line, we duly located a stalkers' track leading up into the
corrie, and although the line of this was not too clear in some places
and we went wrong once, we gained height easily enough. Coire
Dorrcaill is large and a natural sanctuary for deer of which we saw
many. It took quite a while to work up it till we could climb steeply
to a notch in the S.E. Ridge of the mountain. A pleasant climb then
took us up to the summit ridge with an unforgettable view back up
the length of Loch Hourn. This ridge was traversed to include the
highest point before making an enjoyable descent over Stob a'Choire
Odhair, itself over three thousand feet in height.
So back down to Barrisdale and the long haul by Loch Hourn.
A halt and rest where we had left our camping gear refreshed us and
the final heavily loaded miles went quite easily. We thus completed
2&
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as good a trip as any I have done and likewise boxed the compass
with Munros. We were of course now back where we started. What
is the next new objective ? Efforts to find the most Nor' Nor' Westerly
Munro require a lot of cartographical skill. The answer of course
is to climb the lot but you still don't win for the 2,500 footers remain.
Seriously I would not for a minute suggest that some remote and
boggy hump that happens to exceed 3,000 feet gives a more worthwhile day than one of the well known hills, but as an alternative to
get one out of the rut the search for new ground is always rewarding
and Munro's Tables are a fascinating guide towards this objective.
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ALPINE MEET 1965
D. E. BURGESS

Oh, Dave, I'm trying to fix up the Alpine Meet for next year."
""Oh?"
What"do you think about a joint meet with the Stoats? "
"" Hm!
It was Ray West on the 'phone to me using a rather well thought
out ruse to get a meet leader, which nevertheless I fell for. Goodness
knows what he meant by a joint meet with the Stoats; having been
on a Stoats meet to Chamonix I knew well enough that a joint meet
wouldn't come to much, independence being rather an important
factor in undergraduate circles. However, with flattery ringing in
my ears and the thought that if Wallis could lead an Alpine meet,
why couldn't I, I assented. This year it wasn't a case of ' Let's go
somewhere and then find a leader,' but the contrary, and after having
many suggestions put forward it was decided that Austria would
make a change, as at least the weather may not have such a dampening
effect as it had done for many parties in Switzerland and France the
previous year. As one has to cater for quite a variety of tastes on a
meet, Mayrhofen in the Zillertal Alps was chosen as a base camp,
Zillertal haying some very fine snow and rock routes, and Mayrhofen
having facilities for those who did not wish to venture too far.
After the usual rigours of driving across 600 miles of Western
Europe, Mayrhofen was reached in brilliant sunshine and a welcome
from the encamped Dave Smith and family. The camp site at the
Hotel Zillertal was not quite as salubrious as their letter to me made
out, but it had the attraction of food and wine close at hand. Within
half a day of arriving, three camp sites had been established, the
Poste Restante having again failed to be a success in forwarding
messages, with the arrival of the Bridges and the Wests. So far we
had the makings of a good family meet, so without wasting any time,
Janet Wilson and I made for the Berliner Hutte with its 180 beds.
An approach to the hut was made through Breitlahner, a small
village at the end of five miles of cart track, much to the detriment of
an exhaust pipe; the alternative was going by jeep. From Breitlahner
a delightful walk was made through pleasant alpine pastures and
scrubby mountainsides with the aroma of the alpenrose and the sound
of cow bells.
The Berliner Hutte has to be seen to be believed. At 7,000 feet
it is a village in itself, having its own dairy farm and laundry, supplies
being brought up by helicopter and beer by mule each day. Unlike
the French and Swiss counterparts, charming waitress service at
meals makes self cooking too much of a burden besides being
uneconomic. This is one of the delights of using the A.A.C. huts.
The first evening was spent using the services of a German
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University party, who were very keen to show off their knowledge of
English in translating the guide, which was quite useful for the rock
face which we aimed to do the next day.
Having been impressed by the characteristic outlines on a
previous visit, we made for the Zsigmondy Spitze (10,000 feet),
sometimes called the " Little Matterhorn." Setting out at dawn, a
paved path took us up to Schwarzensee, a small lake cupped by the
flanks of the Zsigmondy Spitze and the Ochsner. From here the
tourist track was left for steep but crisp snow slopes, but being the
first day many rests were taken, with the exhilarating feeling at every
stop of being back amongst such fine mountains. We reached the
south east shoulder and left the snow for warm rock and first gazed
at several of the fine routes on the southern aspect. Of course, the
guide book was read wrongly and the route up the south east ridge
was left mistakenly for a gripping and loose east face, with thoughts of
the Grande Fourche two years previous haunting me (c.f. Wallis,
U.B.M.C. Journal, 1964). We made our way back to easier ground
and then across the south face, horizontally left, and then right, up a
long groove for about 300 feet back on to the south east ridge. The
rock here was excellent, being very sound, and the top was soon
reached for an early lunch from where one had a magnificent view
west over the Ochsner and beyond, the hut, and the Italian border.
If the ordinary route, Grade II, was anything to go by, the other
much harder routes on the peaks should be very fine expeditions.
On arriving back at the hut, we were met by a noisy Vie Slator
with Tom Huckerby and the entire West family, who having paused
at the Grawand Hutte on the way up, drank hot cocoa on a really
hot day. Still, what do you expect using an abbreviated version of
Coca Cola to a mystified fraulein? The weather prospects looked
very good, so after a few days getting fit, we expected to do better
things later in the week.
A late start was made the next day, there being low cloud, and at
10 a.m. we made for the tops. Three parties set out for Schwarzensee,
the Kleine and Grosser Morchners respectively. Tom Huckerby was
fortunate on the ascent of the Kleine Morchner to find a bed of
Edelweiss. The climb up the Grosser Morchner was a somewhat
laborious snow plod in the heat of the day, but not without its
amusements, with Ray performing in waist-deep snow. The peak
stands only about 500 feet high above the main ridge at the head of
the Schwarzenstein Kees and was plastered with snow on all sides.
An ascent was made via the south east ridge with the sound of minor
snowfalls going down the very steep slopes on either side. The
descent was somewhat more spectacular than the ascent, with the
danger of being precipitated down the wet snow into the next valley.
With ideas of making a high level route, some of the party made
for the Furtschagl Haus over the Schonbichlerhorn on the ridge
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between the Zemm-Grund and the Schlegeis-Grund. The route
leads steeply up the moraine at the side of the Waxeck Kees below the
Mosele, the second highest peak in the Zillertal range, and then on to
the snow fields below the Schonbichler-Grat. The ascent of these
with packs was gruelling to say the least, with the heat of the midday
sun bouncing back off the soft melting snows, and the steepness of the
ridge side. It was Chris West, who had the minimum of equipment
and was in prime youthful form, who forged the way ahead to the
undulating rocky ridge and a rest for lunch. The view was quite
fantastic, with the marked contrast of the green sleepy valleys splitting
apart the black and white peaks. It was possible to make out the
cattle grazing in the alpine pastures and tourist parties wending
their way to the huts three thousand feet below.
Along the ridge with its now precipitous flanks, the route left
the sound rock and went on to the loose rock of the summit. The
way was marked by fixed ropes which were very welcome to a party
of shattered climbers. From the top, marked with a topical triangulation point, the Furtschagl Haus could be made out at the edge of the
hanging valley overlooking the Schlegeis-Grund. The way down was
trickily steep at first until the snow slopes were reached, when
glissading made the descent fairly rapid. The last thousand feet
to the hut were descended over steep grassy slopes.
This hut was in complete contrast to the Berliner Hutte, being
small and very pleasant, which was a good thing as the next two days
were spent there waiting for the weather to clear. Only one brief
spell of sunshine late the next afternoon permitted three of the party
and a member of the Ceunant Club, Rog, whom we happened to
meet there by chance, to make a dash for the summit of the
Talgenkopfe, an uninteresting peak to climb, but very interesting
from a geological point of view; several interesting samples were taken
to satisfy the inquisitive for the rest of the damp stay. The time
spent in the hut was enlivened by some consistent eating and drinking
and tales from Rog of their camp being invaded by a herd of cows.
This wet and miserable weather was a cue for a descent to Mayrhofen
to find if the second contingent of the meet had found any more
camp sites.
Barbara McLauchlan, Jean Brown and Dick Edlington, unable
to withhold uncomplimentary comment about the Poste Restante,
were there, raring to get up to a hut. They set off up to the SpannaglHaus via Hintertux in the westernmost part of the Zillertal range,
whilst we replenished our supplies. As it was their first day, Jean,
Barbara and Dick made for the nearby Gefrorene Wand Spitze;
although not a spectacular clirnb, they were rewarded by many
excellent views of the Zillertal range, in particular the Olperer and
the Hochfeiler, the highest mountain in this area. That evening
Kathleen Ashley, Janet and I arrived at the hut, with which we were
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not impressed, mainly due to the presence of an over-exuberant
school party from Germany who didn't take a liking to British
climbers, or any other climbers for that matter. The feeling was
mutual and undoubtedly they learnt many sweet English curses
from Jean. Plans were made to make an ascent of the west ridge of
the Olperer the next day, after a splendid sunset had promised us
some good weather.
After a none too early start, we set off over the Gefrorene Wand
behind the hut, at first steeply over the smooth, worn rock at the
snout of the glacier, then more gently over the snow slopes until the
Olperer came into view. As there had been no fresh snow for some
days the track across the glacier was obvious; although the crevasse
risk was minimal, roping up motions were carried out. The west
ridge looked rather spectacular, having a smooth line of about 40°
from the summit down to an undulating section by the col with the
Kaserer Spitze. The ridge was approached by a steep shoulder of
firm snow entailing the use of axes for about 200 feet and once rock
had been reached the axes were dispensed with. Reasonable
scrambling across a face led to the ridge proper and then, after a
series of steep but short buttresses, the smooth line of the ridge was
reached. These buttresses afforded some interesting problems, both
delicate and strenuous, at 9,000 feet.
We were dumbfounded to find that what would have been a
superb, steep and delicate climb up the rest of the ridge, had been
made into a ridiculously easy walk by an over-zealous Austrian who
had fixed steel bars into the rock at three to four foot intervals, bent
to the shape of jug handles. The last 500 feet were therefore spoilt;
however, we continued to the summit in gathering cloud. After the
usual Edlington lighthearted pronouncements, we returned the same
way.
That evening we planned to attempt the Riffler, to the north of
the Gefrorene Wand Spitze but the next day dawned damp and dull
with thick mist all around. After a party of friendly Dutch climbers
had kindly translated the weather forecast and told us that we were
in for some bad weather, as an anti-cyclone had come in from the
British Isles, we made posthaste down to Mayrhofen, only to find
that Lester Hunt had set off for the same hut. He returned the next
day having dutifully told the same German school party where to go
in impeccable German.
As we guessed that the weather was likely to be poor for a couple
of days at least, and having some glowing reports of the Edel Hutte,
perched 7,000 feet up on the side of the Ahorn Spitze above
Mayrhofen, from Dave Smith, we decided to spend the next night up
there and knock off the peak for the record. That night we spent
dining in style at the hotel, after which we had a tour of the Mayrhofen
night clubs. Entrance was difficult, as even in a mountain resort like
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Mayrhofen climbing boots were not exactly welcome on a dance
floor, and like their British counterparts the price was extortionate.
We arrived at the Edel Hutte in mist; we hadn't seen the peak
all day and we weren't to see it for a week. What disappointment
came from the weather was a little outweighed by the palatiousness
of the hut. There were only a dozen or so staying there so we
virtually had the place to ourselves. Although the weather was poor
we made for the top next day, hoping that if the cloud cleared we
could continue along the ridge to the Popberg Spitze. Lester and I
ascended by the north ridge, a Grade III, which was hard enough
in misty wet conditions at 10,000 feet. When we reached the summit
We found ourselves in a blizzard and met the others coming up the
ordinary route, finding more difficulty in the rapidly increasing depth
of fresh wet snow on hard old snow than we found on the graded
route. On arriving back at the hut we decided that it was better to
have a rest in the hut in comfort until the storm died down than in a
sodden camp site.
A foot of snow fell overnight and we knew that that was the
end of any attempt on harder things for the rest of the meet, as
conditions were bound to be worse deeper in the range. This was
disappointing as we had hoped to climb some of the harder routes
on the peaks we had been over the first week. Although the weather
brightened up and a further visit was made to the Berliner Hutte,
the rest of the holiday was spent trudging through what was like
congealing porridge. It was taking parties eight or nine hours on
otherwise easy climbs graded at two to three hours. Lester and I,
hoping that the north ridge of the Horn Spitze would be spared this
fate, were disillusioned after spending five hours on something like
Grib Goch.
Much was done which is not recorded here by others who
attended the meet, and visits were made to outlying areas, but space
does not permit me to relate these.
In spite of inclement weather during the last half of the holiday,
the meet was enjoyed by all. At least, several ascents were made,
which is better than some others managed in the Swiss and French
Alps.
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CLIMBING IN CORNWALL
SHIRLEY MARSHALL

Enthusiastic reports of the pleasures of climbing west of the
Tamar Bridge have been filtering up to the Midlands for some time
now. I suppose it is inevitable that my enthusiasm has caught up
with me and I find myself trying to put it all on paper. Perhaps I
can whet the appetites of some M.A.M. members who may not yet
have experienced or considered the possibilities of the delights of sea
cliff climbing. Some " purist " mountaineers dismiss solitary outcrops as mere playgrounds for rock gymnasts, but this cannot be the
case with climbing in Cornwall which is in a class of its own. It can
hardly be described as mountaineering but the unique and interesting
background of the sea, together with the adjoining moors and cliff
walks, make it enjoyable to a mountaineer in a far wider sense.
Rock climbing in Cornwall began at the beginning of this
century when A. W. Andrews, an experienced mountaineer, first
explored the possibilities of the cliffs around Zennor and Bosigran.
A member of the Climbers' Club, he first recorded his findings in the
Club's Journal and this attracted other members to come down to
see what he had discovered. In 1938, the Climbers' Club leased the
Count House of the Carn Galver Tin Mine at Bosigran as a local
base. During the war, there was continued activity on the cliffs, as
they were found to be an ideal training ground for the Commandos.
Many new routes were put up at this time and further cliff faces
suitable for climbing were discovered. The first guide book for
Cornwall was published in 1950 and was the work of A. W. Andrews
and E. Pyatt. This drew even more climbers and since then a large
number of new routes have been added. Many of these have been
recorded in the Bosigran Log Book, and at present a new guide
book is in the process of publication. The original guide has added
interest as it deals with the moor and coast walks in addition to the
cliffs, and contains notes on the physical features, geology, birds and
plants of the area.
' '"' ! '
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The Cornish coastline is renowned for its magnificent scenery,
and it is most spectacular in the West Penwith peninsula where the
climbing areas are to be found. The rock is very hard granite,
dropping vertically into the sea in some places. It has all the qualities
for good climbing rock, being rough and weathered to give excellent
firm holds. It is most abrasive, both to skin and clothes, and friction
can be enjoyed to the full. There is little loose rock and on the whole
it is dry, but the presence of bird lime on the rock makes it slimy, and
where the rocks are washed by the sea, seaweed necessitates treading
warily. Access is easy to the top of the cliffs, but as one then has to
reverse the normal procedure, and to climb down before you can
climb up, (which is necessary unless you choose to approach the cliff
by way of the sea), the " easy way down " can sometimes present a
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problem and it is wise to follow the directions in the guide book
carefully. Climbs vary from scrambling to the hardest artificial
routes and range from 50 feet to 300 feet in length.
A good centre for climbing in Cornwall is Bosigran, the Climbers'
Club hut, which occupies a superlative position on the north coast
between Zennor and Pendeen. From there it is a short walk to the
headland and Bosigran Main Face. Over sixty-three climbs have
been recorded here and it is perhaps the most well trodden of all the
local cliffs. The way down is a good path which follows a ledge
traversing the cliff and from which all the climbs begin. On the other
side of the cove, standing in profile against the sky and sea is
Commando Ridge, a long pleasant "diff" which bears a plaque
commemorating the Commandos who trained there during the war.
Westwards from Bosigran there are some secluded coves most
suitable for days off sunbathing and swimming. Sennen is the next
major cliff. Here the starting platform is close to the sea and the
climbs are generally short and steep. Sennen cliffs are adjacent to
the village of Sennen Cove and enjoy the doubtful privilege of having
every civilised facility close by. The beach is one of the finest in the
county and is a constant invitation to forget climbing and to surf
instead. From Sennen it is a pleasant walk to Land's End itself which,
out of the tourist season, is a wild fascinating place. In summer,
tourists are a menace to the climber, as is found in other parts of the
country. Broken glass tells its own story and there are those who are
only too eager to " help you untie all those knots." Chair Ladder,
the most imposing cliff of all, lies near Porthgwarra on the South
Coast. The coastguard station stands at the top and serves as a
welcome link with civilisation when, as is often the case, there are
only two climbers on the face. The climbs rise vertically from the
sea for 300 feet and the majority of first pitches are only accessible
at low tide; routes are generally harder and psychologically more
testing. This is sea cliff climbing at its wildest, particularly on windy
days when the eerie moaning of the Runnelstone Buoy is heard over
the wind and waves. There is much to be explored along the south
coast between Porthcurno and Land's End. Here, even in midsummer,
you can find yourself alone, and at places like Carn Barra, Logan Rock
and Pordenack Point there is scope for the climber who likes to
explore new ground and potter on problems.
Those who climb on sea cliffs soon learn never to underestimate
the sea and few fail to feel its influence. As a nervous beginner was
once heard to remark, " What I need is a life jacket here not a
rope! " A wary eye must be kept on tides, particularly if traversing
below high water mark. Wave dodging becomes a skilful and
enjoyable summer pastime and there is ample opportunity to theorise
about the timing of the occasional big ones, which never seem to
follow the same pattern twice. Many first pitches are only reached
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at low tide and even then there is some justification for not delaying
when the sea is rough. Some days, when storm cones are flying
from the coastguard stations and pounding surf sends spray high
on to the cliffs, the sea can give another dimension to exposure.
Swimming as a means of retreat from hard moves is not practicable,
but on calm days it is pleasant to cool off with a swim between climbs.
The noise of waves and seagulls often makes the usual calls inaudible
and communication sometimes ceases between belays. Fog horns
also add to the sounds on occasions, for this is a particularly busy
area for shipping. An endless procession of boats pass round the
Longships Lighthouse off Land's End at all times of year, and one
admires the skill of the local fishermen who, knowing the waters,
slip in between the rocks and the shore. The climate in Cornwall
is good for climbing in all seasons. Even in winter the south-facing
cliffs are a suntrap and it is always possible to find a sheltered crag,
away from the gales which periodically sweep across the peninsula.
For those interested in bird life, there is every opportunity for
studying sea birds at close quarters. Seagulls, cormorants and
guillemots inhabit the cliffs and some land birds also use them for
nesting. Many climbs actually pass through the popular nesting
areas, much to the noisy consternation of the occupants. Naturally
great care is taken at nesting time and some routes are best avoided
then, as climbing can become a smelly, slimy business. It is not
unusual to share a belay with a baby seagull while being divebombed by the angry parents. Inquisitive seals are often to be seen
bobbing at the foot of the rocks and taking a great interest in the
activities above their heads. Basking sharks come into the warmer
waters of the coves and the sight of these monsters gives an extra
incentive not to fall off. Although they are reputed to be harmless,
nobody has actually proved it! The sea shore itself is an unfailing
source of interest and, in spring and summer, grassy ledges and
gullies are alive with sea pinks, spinthrift, rock campions and heather.
There is something here to fulfil the needs of every climber from
the hard men to those who prefer to walk and scramble. The sea can
be enjoyed in a dozen different ways, and it offers a great deal for
other members of the family. In summertime, holiday pleasures
abound on all sides but it is still possible to get away from the crowds
and find complete solitude amongst the cliffs. It is never necessary
to make an early start in order to be first in the queue for the popular
routes and it is exhilarating to end a strenuous day's climbing with
some surf riding. The leisurely pace of life in Cornwall can be
enjoyed to the full not to mention the cream and the " oggies."
Before this begins to sound like a holiday brochure, I shall conclude
by quoting Tennyson's " The Eagle " which conjures up for me some
of the atmosphere of sea cliff climbing (apart from the last line):
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1 He clasps the crag with crooked hands,
Close to the sun in lonely lands,
Ring'd with the asure world he stands.
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls."
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Mac' McDermott, B.M.C. Guide, at Chair Ladder
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Les Bans and Mont Gioberny from path to Refuge Temple Ecrin
J. Ashcroft
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SCRAMBLES IN THE DAUPHINE
JACK ASHCROFT

Our decision to visit the Dauphine was carefully contrived by
Brian Cooke. Throughout the winter months Roger and Beryl
Turner, Brian and myself discussed various venues for our alpine
holiday. At one stage a Monte Rosa circuit was favoured, but was
not to be since Brian, being of portly stature, favoured something
which might minimise " snow plods." So complete with Moore's
The Alps in 1864, Coolidge's 1892 Guide and Boell's High Heaven
plus the latest French A.C. guide we found ourselves bound by
Dormobile for La Berarde on Cooke's historic tour of the Dauphind.
On a Monday evening, despite our heavy rucksacks, a steady
enjoyable walk from La Berarde brought us to the Chatelleret Hut.
The south face of the Meije at the head of the narrow steep sided
valley presented a most impressive peak in the evening sunlight, but
the Pic Nord de Cavales commanded the eye. The Pic Nord de
Cavales, though a smallish peak, rises impressively to the west of the
hut and completely dominates the aspect. It did not take long to
decide that we would make this our first peak, ascending by the
ordinary south ridge route.
We were away by five o'clock the next morning in the warmest
air conditions I can remember on such a start. Short sleeves were
the order as we followed the path zig-zagging up the valley side for
some 2,500 feet, which gave way to a boulder strewn basin followed
by a snow couloir. The exit lay hidden until the last 100 feet or so
where a loose rock gully gave access to the Col du Clot. We emerged
from the shadow of the couloir into brilliant sunshine and there
chose for ourselves a slab of rock on which to relax a while. Moving
again, we traversed neve on the other side of the Col which soon
revealed the south ridge and the east face of the Nord Cavales.
What a delightful chunk of rock! Some 700 feet of typical alpine
ridge of sun-baked granite gave us our summit by 10 o'clock. Our
descent, taken with ease, was punctuated with rests in the afternoon
sun to study the difficile west ridge of the Nord Cavales and the
Meije traverse.
Our next day, by common consent, was not to be too strenuous;
thus the obvious choice, by reference to the guide book, appeared to
be the Gondolier on the opposite side of the valley to the Cavales.
The finest feature of this climb was the lengthy glissade down. It
certainly wasn't the morning's tedious " snow plod " which Brian
had planned all along to avoid. In contrast to the Nord Cavales the
Gondolier proved to be a steadily disintegrating heap of rock so
much so that we only bothered to attain the north peak, several
hundred feet lower than the true summit. The heat of the day and
the debris being dislodged by a party ahead were enough to convince
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us that our efforts should terminate. We rested on the north peak,
which is little more than a pinnacle, and photographed the magnificent panorama of the Meije, Pic Gaspard, the Cavales and Ecrins.
Next day, the weather having been perfect for the last few days,
we resolved to make for the Promontoire Hut in order to attempt the
traverse of the Meije despite the information of the hut warden that
the traverse had not been done that summer because of continuous
bad weather. However the weather decreed otherwise when a storm
broke in the late evening and lasted the best part of the next day.
Thus our plans were changed to an attempt on the west ridge of the
Nord Cavales, which we knew would be a one-day expedition
compared to a probable three-day expedition over the Meije and
back. Choice of route was now important if we were to see as much
of the Dauphine as possible in our short stay.
The Nord Cavales by the west ridge proved to be a fine rock
route. Difficile with two Grade IV sup. pitches, the route, which
rises immediately behind the Chatelleret, is comprised essentially of
two great rock steps. Once again we made a five o'clock departure
from the hut but with two French climbers pipping us to the start.
Beryl and Roger were a second rope with Brian and myself last.
The ridge starts with slabs gradually steepening to the first real
difficulty, a 50 foot chimney smooth and under-cut at the base.
The first few moves gave food for thought but we were well protected and Brian led away with expertise. His exit from the top
involved a short traverse to the left giving way to a 10 foot easy slab
and a good stance. I found the exit from the top of the chimney
time absorbing, and when I eventually reached Brian the two leading
parties had already negotiated the next pitch and were out of sight.
This situation called for a conference. Which was the route? We
chose the north side of the ridge only to learn later that we should
have followed the thinner looking crest of the ridge. Once committed, Brian, with his twenty-five years of Lakeland cragsmanship
behind him, soon got to grips with the situation and had the rope
moving swiftly up pitch after pitch. Suddenly a levelling of the
ridge revealed a watery sun and a full view of the second 1,000 foot
step towering way above us. A relative scramble over the intervening 500 feet brought us to the foot of a wall comprising the lower
pitches of the second step. As we drew near, our companions
whom we had watched moving delicately on the initial pitches,
went from view and the rock took on a more overbearing appearance.
However, Brian was now in fine form and the wall, which had a
particularly delicate start, went with ease. A few pitches higher we
reached the second major difficulty of the climb. This involved a
100 foot run out up a slanting chimney on the north side of the ridge
followed by a well protected traverse to the right which led to the
crest of the ridge again. It was now raining, but of the final 500 feet
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there was little more serious rock. We arrived on the summit damp
but happy. The ascent from the hut had taken nine hours.
Through a break in the cloud we could see the Promontoire
Hut precariously balanced on the initial buttress of La Meije traverse.
There was little doubt in our minds that sitting on the summit of the
Nord Cavales with one of Boell's famous rock routes behind us was
preferable to sitting in a small hut in unsettled weather conditions
preparing for one of the greatest alpine classics. Maybe some would
disagree, but at dinner that evening we were all of one mind.
We
would move to another valley the next day.
Cooke's enthusiasm had been stirred and it took all our powers
of persuasion to convince him that our best move would be to the
Pilatte Hut and Les Bans. He kept chanting about the Dibona
another classic rock route of the area in fairly close proximity to
La Berarde. Its proximity influenced Brian as much as the reputed
quality of the climb, since there was no doubt that the Pilatte was a
fair walk from La Berarde. The Turners went into conclave. Cooke
and Ashcroft bantered. Finally a decision was reached and the next
day, Saturday, was spent in transit to the Pilatte, our rucksacks being
replenished with many pounds of food at La Berarde. Beryl simply
loaded her rucksack with cheese! She in fact seemed to exist for the
whole holiday on cheese and wine.
We climbed Mont Gioberny on Sunday. From the summit we
traversed on to Point Richardson and thence descended to the hut
an easy day for a lady but quite an insult to the lady of our party.
Two fine features of the climb were the snow arete silhouetted
against the south face of the Ailefroide and the superb views afforded
of Les Bans.
The weather remained fine for our ascent of Les Bans. The
glacier, the Col de la Pilatte and the pleasant ordinary north ridge
route combined to make a perfect alpine day. The afternoon " plod "
down the soft snow of the glacier gave cause for amusing situations
which Beryl said improved her cruder vocabulary. Our crossing of
the Bergschrund probably compared with Moore's description of the
first crossing. But let us not dwell on these less elegant moments of
the holiday and pass to the final ascent of the tour.
Determined to make the best of the remaining time available
to us we moved next day down the valley to the Temple ficrin Refuge,
from where on the Wednesday we climbed Pic Coolidge, which is
neither a big nor hard peak, but which without doubt is a peak of
quality in a fine situation worthy of any mountaineer's time.
That same afternoon we walked down to La Berarde having spent
an entire ten days in the valleys. The big routes of the area had
eluded us as we them but for those who do visit La Berarde one
could not do better than make for Pic Coolidge, Les Bans and
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Pic Nord Cavales (by the south ridge for ease). I note Bob Robinson,
in his Dauphine Revisited, 1964 Journal, states the west ridge as
being the trade route. This I hesitate to endorse. I think he meant
the south.
The quality of any alpine holiday is closely related to the weather
and one's companions. The weather steadily improved and companionships were strengthened during a memorable and lively
holiday.

47. 1033
CHEWING TOBACCO
JOHN SCARBOROUGH

Rain had been falling most of the morning, but at twelve a ray
of sunshine pierced the curtains and gave us hope. After a belated
breakfast, we entered the car and drove down to Tremadoc. Our
arrival was heralded by another deluge which gave us ample time to
debate what. The clouds passed, the sun came out, we donned our
gear and fought our way through mud, vegetation and empty beer
bottles to the foot of the climb.
The first pitch being wet and dirty, a second debate ensued as to
who. A further shower deferred the decision, and a nearby overhang
gave us shelter to prolong our discussion. This and the shower
over, Graham tackled the start of the pitch, which was overcome
by making strenuous use of a stout but somewhat unstable ivy stem.
He made short work of the rest of the pitch, and such was his
enthusiasm that he carried up the next one with scarcely a pause.
Now it was my turn. I moved up the slab to the little overhang,
in an awkward, crouching position, with one hand round the corner
a hold, and back again. After repeating the manoeuvre several
times, my position had become distinctly uncomfortable, so with a
hand round, a foot round and a swing round I found myself standing
on the ledge at the foot of the groove. Two runners and four feet of
bridging later I reached an impasse. There was a small pinch-grip
for my left hand, a lay-away for my right, and a wrinkle on the wall
to the right for my foot. The wrinkle hardly seemed big enough to
stand on so soon after arrival so I looked up at the groove, saw no
holds and looked away again.
By this time noises were sounding from the groove next door.
I couldn't see him, but the noises were of pegs being hammered in,
these being followed by a cry of " Going up ... going down."
I presumed his second was interested, but as I wasn't I essayed a
tentative right foot on to the wrinkle and to my surprise was able to
stand on it. But what now? My left foot was flapping, and I saw
no real possibility of making progress, so 1 returned to my bridging
position. It was really quite nice by now, and the sun warm, the rock
dry and even warm, and the whole business was becoming really
rather enjoyable. More noises from next door: " Going up ...
going down." What is the fellow playing at, I thought, and looked
towards the road. Horrors! Quite a crowd had gathered, and with
dismay I realised I was wearing my best anorak an orange one; I
had put it on because it was waterproof and now wished I hadn't.
Still came those noises, and I wished to goodness he'd get out
of here. " Going up ...," but this time silence, a swish, a crash
and a tinkle, and at last I saw my erstwhile neighbour speeding
downwards at a fearful rate. I didn't really want my wish fulfilled
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in that way, and wondered what had happened to his runners. He
seemed to be falling an awful long way before disappearing through
the treetops. A fearful enquiry elicited a wrathful response he was all
right. Frightfully decent of him getting out of my way like that, I
thought, and wished that the crowd was not there, staring like a set
of ghouls still, the chances of two people coming off twin grooves
at the same time were pretty slim, so I had another go. This time
I got it; left foot across on to the wrinkle, lay-away for the right hand,
right foot on to the ledge by my right ear, a change of hands, right
hand round the corner, a pull and I was up. Goodness me, I thought,
I must be slipping; it wasn't at all hard really, in fact just a doddle.
That audience must have put me off. I moved up a few more feet,
both arms thankfully embraced a large tree trunk, a big fat belay
on which to bring Graham up.
I begged a cigarette off him, and wondered why I kept breaking
match after match. Nonsense, my hands aren't really quivering, I
thought, biting straight through the cigarette. Stop laughing,
damn you, and get up that next pitch!
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CAMPING IN KNOVDART
RICHARD PEPLOW

A little way from Mallaig along the shores of Loch Morar
there is a pretty walk over the hill. At first the view is only to the
south, but quite soon the tops of the Knoydart hills appear and
Loch Nevis, lying between, runs inland to the foot of that enticing
peak, Sgor na Ciche. It was this view that drew my wife and me
closer to Knoydart, a quiet promontory where roads do not thread
their way and where dwellings are few.
In the north it had rained for all of ten days. Camp site after
camp site had become waterlogged; even pocket handkerchieves
were pulled wet from the pocket, whilst morale had been dampened
further by a small accident in the tent resulting in a scalded foot.
A final night in a kindly farmer's barn, amongst scurrying mice and
suspected rats, turned us south again in search of better weather,
southwards with barely a glimpse of peaks in the Northern Highlands
and not one climbed as a memory of the visit. The rain persisted
next day, through Loch Alsh, through Glen Shiel, almost to
Glengarry. Here a watery sun peeped through and drew us westward
to Loch Quoich.
This fine loch has had its beauty lessened by the Scottish Hydro
Electric Board and part of the road, before branching off to Loch
Hourn, has been rebuilt above the new high water level. Half-way
along, the road leaves the loch for a steep descent to Kinlochhourn,
whilst the old road which once ran to Kinlochquoich lies a few feet
under the water. It was tantalising as we made our way along the
shore, scrambling over boggy tussocks and often descending into
peaty runnels, to see the grassy tarmac sometimes just breaking
surface and sometimes hidden by the black waters. Near the head
of the loch we decided to pitch our tiny tent, only to be faced with
exceedingly wet and unsuitable terrain even for the smallest of tents.
The road came to our rescue. At this point it rises again from the
water and its broken surface provided a level site. This was quite
certainly not the ideal ground for driving in tent pegs or in any way
conducive to peaceful sleeping.
The mewing of two buzzards soaring above the tent brought
us from our sleeping bags next morning. Across the still waters
the point of Sgor na Ciche lay just tipped with mist and the prospects
for fair weather seemed quite good.
The new level of water now extends well into the Gairawan,
coming to within about a mile of Loch nam Breac. This lonely
little loch is in wild country and has a charm all its own. The climb
up Sgor na Ciche from here is direct and very pleasing. The great
length of Loch Quoich spreads out behind, tempting one to pause
and turn to admire its blackness and look eastwards to the Central
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From the swift burn we took the slope up on to the north
shoulder which soon becomes a rocky ridge leading round to the
Dhorcail amphitheatre. It is only a short way then to the summit,
a top from which the view is very extensive and varied. To the southeast Ben Nevis could be seen; to the north-east Kintail, and closer
at hand the strange blue slaty look of Ben Sgriol. The Coolins were
clear too, forming a jagged outline on the skyline, whilst seawards
across the Sound of Sleat lay the isles of Eigg, with its sgurr, and
Rum with its sinister look; a look created perhaps by the sombre
offshore mists which so often cap its hills. Ardnamurchan stretched
out into the sea like a finger with other land just visible beyond.
Near at hand the wavy coastline of Knoydart itself led from Loch
Hourn round to the sound.
We were sorry to leave the summit, although already storm
clouds were gathering over Skye and the stillness had given way to
a fresh breeze. When we reached the valley again we found the
tide well out and enjoyed a walk in bare feet over the shingle, paddling
the channels as we crossed Barrisdale Bay. Yet before we reached
the green turf again a thin drizzle had set in.
It was a relief to seek shelter in the tent again, but during the
night very heavy storms caused a fine spray to penetrate the canvas
and several sorties were necessary to reposition the rocks anchoring
the tent pegs. By morning a moderate calm had fallen and the
trickling burns were roaring torrents bidding us farewell to Knoydart,
that remote peninsula of charm and beauty on the edge of the
Western Highlands.

52. 1038
KURDS AND WAYS
ROGER HIGH

A door slams. An indistinct voice shouts questions up and
down the office building, then bursts into my room.
" Anything interesting in the mail ? Is the Oh, sorry! Oh,
hello. Good Heavens, you've come. Have you had any breakfast?
I'll 'phone Liz and tell her you're hungry."
My bleary eyes are just able to focus on a surprised but rapidly
recovering Tom Carpenter, obviously pleased at a diversion from
the routine and happily able to be free for a few days. Over breakfast, plans are quickly laid. Seen from the coach, at night, the cliff
of Bisitun was an impressive sight, soaring vertically for one thousand
metres or more, but Tom's ideas were more set on a mountain of
3,400 metres, Kuh-i-Parau, seen from his bedroom window and
sporting a fine-looking ridge of quite unknown difficulty.
A quick trip round the Bazaar precedes an afternoon reconnaissance. The countryside lives up to its glowing description of broad,
green valleys and rugged, rocky mountains. Four of us climb up
towards a col, in full view of our ridge.
We all stop and turn as a shout echoes across to us. Our eyes
strain to catch a slight movement amongst the rocks, a herdsman or
such like. What can he want with us ? We go on but he shouts again.
Tom knows Persian, but this is Kurdish dialect; they exchange words
and it seems he wants us to come down. We see no reason for this
and walk on. A shot rings out; perhaps he is serious and we should
talk. An imperious beckoning by Paul is to no avail, and as we move
slowly towards him a rifle levels. Having just seen one of these
things under construction in the Bazaar, further provocation would
be dangerous. He calls for only one to go forward and Tom
approaches to within six feet of him. They talk and every now and
then up comes the rifle. Tom reverts to Anglo-Saxon.
A compromise is reached; he will accompany us, not to the col,
but to the ridge a little lower down. There is a tribe on the other
side, he says, waiting to shoot us. Soon he becomes interested in
the binoculars and we exchange weapons and become quite friendly.
We choose our route for tomorrow and descend, escorted by the
Kurd and a glorious sunset.
The dawn is equally rewarding and Tom and I have the satisfaction of watching it from the ridge after an hour's slog up a gully.
The ridge is a delight on solid limestone, rougher than Skye Gabbro
and equally sound. It is November and the weather is perfect, for
once not too hot. Snow-capped summits are seen hazily in the
distance; slowly, surrounding ridges sink below our level. The
rock never varies in quality, the climbing stays pleasantly just below
roping-up standard, while the ridge drops away steeply on both
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sides. There is no end to the scope for long, hard routes. With
only one final step in the ridge between us and the summit, time
defeats us and the thought of Liz's supper lures us back to the valley
under a watery sunset, through the mud-hut village with its staring
peasants and barking dogs.
The rain of the morning causes a late start and prevents any
attempt on Bisitun. Tom, rather thankfully, takes me to see the
array of autumn colours of one village. One afternoon climb on a
little cliff of easy angle, turns out to be 500 feet of Very Severe, under
the watchful eyes of a pair of Egyptian vultures.
The short week-ends which follow are spent rock-climbing,
mountain walking and skiing around the mountains just north of
Tehran, until spring arrives, bringing with it four days of holiday.
They could be spent bashing down the piste at Shemshak, but Colin
Wright and I prefer not to waste the opportunity of taking a look at
the range of Takht-i-Soleiman, with a view to climbing Alam Kuh.
We gather a few provisions, set off west from Tehran, then turn
north on the Chalus road towards the Caspian. It starts raining.
As we climb and night falls, the rain turns to snow; lightning flashes
through the blizzard, an eerie phenomenon. The steep hillside is
loosened and we are lucky to escape damage when hit by one stonefall. We turn off the main road some miles short of the coast.
The prospect of bivouacing is none too inviting, so we sleep in the
car, awakening to six inches of snow. We press on to the last village
and are soon directed to the guide's house just in time for breakfast.
This treat consists of coffee, bread rather like chapati, hardboiled egg and mast (yoghourt). The operative word is befarmeit,
which means 'help yourself and should be used to any passer-by as a
matter of courtesy.
The guide is a stocky fellow, Safar Ali-Naghavi, with incredible
bow-legs, a crescent-shaped grin and five sons. He takes great
pleasure in showing us a scrappy exercise book, in which all visiting
expeditions have written a few words of his hospitality. We find a
note from Trevor Jones of 1964, and the Germans of the same year,
who succeeded in climbing a new north face route on Alam Kuh.
It is the Muslim New Year, and since it was impossible to make
Alam Kuh on account of the heavy snowfall, we are asked to take
his son, Ali, two kilometres down the valley to deliver a present to a
relative. The " 1100" squelches its way down the muddy track;
we stop to pick up no fewer than five more relatives who cram into
the back of the car, then slide down a further 10 kilometres, wait for
half an hour, and then drive back. Evidently, we are accepted as
friends.
There are three Iranians from Tehran staying with Safar, one
an expert mountaineer. They have been at his house four days
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and at lunch one of them munches raw garlic; we eat bread, rice,
cheese, egg and, of course, mast. By supper-time we feel obliged
to offer our goodies. We sleep on Persian carpets on opposite sides
of the room. At breakfast, they wolf our delicious marmalade.
We set off up the valley, Colin and I, the garlic-eater, the
interpreter (self-styled), Safar and one donkey. The expert stays
behind as his boots are khub nist. We photograph and film madly
on this perfect morning in alpine scenery; Takht-i-Soleiman just
shows itself in the distance behind pine-covered, snow-clad hills, a
sight indeed for sore eyes.
Five hours later, we arrive at a little farmstead and are welcomed
into a small, gloomy room with goatskins for carpets, lit by one
tiny window and heated by an enormous stove. The fumes of garlic
and strains of transistorised Persian music drive us out into the cold.
Mist has come down and snow falls lightly; we walk on our skis for
a while, but there are too many rocks. We build a snowman.
By dawn Safar, Colin and I are half-way up our viewpoint peak,
Qulma Kuh. The fasting has a swift and drastic effect on me and I
drag myself to the breakfast spot. Clouds have been building up over
the higher tops, so we speed upwards and find ourselves on a splendid
Crib Goch-type ridge where snow is falling quite heavily. We soon
reach the top and sit, hoping for a view; we are in luck as the clouds
thin and a vast mountain mass looms over us.
Further along the valley, steep, rocky ribs knife upwards into
the mist, suggesting great summer routes. Takht-i-Soleiman reveals
itself and so does Sia Kaman opposite, but Alam Kuh obstinately
remains hidden, demanding of us a separate visit expressly to
climb her.
Conditions are not good enough for any worthwhile climbing,
so rather than waste another day pottering about we decide to travel
to Tehran the same day and profit from the snowfall by skiing.
Happily, the jackals have left the farm and we willingly share our
total stock of meat and goodies with Safar and our hard-working
peasant hosts.
This weekly piste practice was useful for learning to ski, but now
it is time to use this new found skill for spring mountaineering. The
Elburz Mountains sport excellent ski-touring peaks; Toutchal, Iran's
most popular mountain on account of its proximity to Tehran and
just under 4,000 metres, is holding its snow well on the northern
slopes and a two-day holiday is well timed.
Three cars rendezvous on the road to Shemshak and follow a
rough track, past the stares of curious villagers, to its end, the nearest
point to our estimated descent. We transfer our skis, pile into the
largest car and drive back to the south side, just fringing Tehran.
Boldly refusing the offers of donkeys to carry our gear, we stamp off
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up the track, a truly international group; one Austrian, two French
and three English. We move up past the chaikhanes (tea-houses) in
a narrow, fresh, green valley, not yet at its summer state of population,
and emerge on a rocky, dusty slope.
We rest and lunch by a clear stream under steep, high buttresses
of sound limestone, the only cliffs Iranian rock-climbers know.
Another short rest to regroup at a parting of the ways, and two
descending locals point out that it is too difficult to go straight up and
we should take the long, easy path. They try to guess our nationalities,
ranging from Swiss to Yugoslav via American, getting every one
wrong and never once mentioning English. We cross a river, stumble
up scree, flounder in bad afternoon snow, gasp for breath, and eventually reach better snow, only to be greeted by a howling gale. The
mountain is left to us. Iranians have descended, Iranians have
mounted, but only to the half-way hut.
Eight hours from the car, we make the summit to find that
rumours of a bivouac hut are true. Fetching snow for soup is an
ordeal, but compensated by the sight of glittering ribbons of the city
lights. Secret burdens of provisions are produced, including a bottle
of wine and a strawberry flan. The feast is followed by a flaming
petrol stove display, to the delight of the onlookers and consternation
of the instigator, who dives out in a blaze, though not of glory.
We cram across the floor in sleeping pose and listen to the gusts
as they try to wipe us out. The night drags into the morning's early
hours, until a crash is heard and the door bursts open just as the sleep
of exhaustion creeps over us. Six roped Iranians trample in, around
and over our groundsheets and feet and stand, gaping. They manage
to hold this chilly pose, more or less, for two hours while we struggle
up, breakfast and pack. They left their half-way hotel at one a.m.
perhaps it was overcrowded.
The sunrise behind Demavend is unforgettable and indescribable.
We ski into the gale across frozen snow, and check our way down
before filtering over the edge into a sheltered calm. Magnificent, we
have whole mountain slope to choose from. As it would be hard to
stop a slip on this we move carefully, down and across to the left
to a different surface where there is a softer two-inch covering which
is absolutely perfect as we snake down in regular Christies. Though
it is over all too soon, we off-load our packs and grind up for one and
a half hours to profit further, the snow now softened by the morning
sun.
We sunbathe by the lowest tongue of snow and a crystal stream
before wearily walking down through an idyllic, forgotten valley of
cherry orchards in blossom and ferns, pines, rocky outcrops and
mountain streams, a peace and solitude undisturbed save for the
crunch of our footsteps on the stony path or the occasional bray of
a donkey.
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ROCK CLIMBING ON RHUM
ANNE LITTLEJOHN

As there has already been quite enough written on the subject of
Rhum by those who, to quote the SMC guidebook, have been
indulging in the wild surmise that they were the first that ever brought
to its hills the appreciative eye or the fully nailed boot, this article will
be strictly unsentimental.
During the summer, May to September, Rhum may be reached
by MacBrayneV steamer from Mallaig on Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday. A careful study of the time table8 will reveal
that it is possible to have a couple of days on Eigg on the way out or
back at no additional cost. During winter the service is considerably
curtailed. Regular day trips are run from Mallaig to Rhum between
June and September but as these allow only two hours on the island
they are not likely to interest climbers. Rather longer trips are
sometimes available from Glenbrittle, but these are at the mercy of
the weather and the west highland temperament.
The total population of thirty, all employees of the Nature
Conservancy' or their dependents, lives at Kinloch on the east coast,
where there is an official bothy, a post-office-cum-shop and a jetty
from which the island motor boat puts out to meet the MacBrayne's
steamer. A rough road connects Kinloch with Harris in the south
and Kilmory in the north. The latter is of no interest to climbers
but access to Harris is a matter of some importance, for this is not
only a suitable base for reaching the two best cliffs but possesses, or
rather consists mainly of, and excellent bothy which is available for
the use of authorised parties, whether of climbers or naturalists.
The most important thing about climbing in Rhum is obtaining
permission to do so. Climbing parties must consist of not less than
four and not more than fifteen, must be entirely self-supporting as
regards food and other supplies, and each member must possess a
permit issued by the Nature Conservancy on the recommendation of
Mr. J. K. W. Dunn* to whom application, giving name and club of
each member, must be made by the leader of the party well in advance
of the date of the intended visit. Early application is particularly
important if the visit is to take place in summer, since the island
may be closed to all visitors during certain seasons, as for example
in late April-early May when the shearwaters are being ringed or in
the first half of June when the deer calves are being caught and
marked. Furthermore, from mid-July onwards when deer stalking
is in progress climbing is permitted only in certain areas, which
means in effect that only Kinloch can be used as a base during this
period. As these restrictions may vary from year to year it is
necessary to make enquiries each spring to find out when the island
will be closed to visitors. There appears, however, to be no close
'David MacBrayne Ltd., 44 Robertson Street, Glasgow C.2.
3The Nature Conservancy, 12 Hope Terrace, Edinburgh 9.
'Mr. J. K. W. Dunn, 1 High Street, East Linton, East Lothian.
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season for the Rhum midges, which are of a voracity remarkable
even for the Highlands. It is said to be less wet in May and September
than in June, July and August; frost is an unusual occurrence, but the
wind is of a quality only to be expected in an area only a few miles
south of Glenbrittle, day trips from which have been known to last
for considerably more than twenty-four hours as a result of the
unexpected arrival of a southwesterly gale.
Having obtained a permit, chosen the right season of the year
and day of the week to travel, stocked up with food and midge
cream and informed those concerned of the probable date of one's
return, one then has to decide where to stay. It must be emphasised
that no accommodation other than bothies is available for climbers
(as opposed to naturalists) even in the estate workers' cottages at
Kinloch, but both here and at Harris there is a cottage that is
weatherproof but completely unfurnished except for a table and
bench no beds, much less bedding. The bothy at Harris is distinguished by having a mod. con. that actually works and a hot
water system of which the same can be said, provided that enough
driftwood can be humped up from the beach to keep the kitchen
fire going.
Camping is permitted only in the Kinloch area where firewood
and fresh stream water is available. Owing to a limtitation placed on
the total number of campers by the Nature Conservancy early application is necessary, particularly for the months of July and August.
For parties numbering over six, applications should be sent to the
Nature Conservancy. For parties of six or under, apply to the Chief
Warden, Mr. P. Wormell.6
A base at Kinloch has the advantage of being close to the
landing place and also to the shop, where a very limited range of
supplies such as jam, biscuits, sweets, soap, matches, lemonade and
beer can be obtained and telephone calls made to Mallaig shops for
anything else that has been forgotten. Unfortunately the two best
cliffs, those on Trallval and Ruinsival, are not readily accessible
from Kinloch. These are reached from Harris, some seven miles
along a very rough road. No vehicle is available for hire, but as there
is an experimental forestry plantation at Harris, one may be able to
arrange transport for the heavy kit if the Nature Conservancy's Land
Rover should happen to be taking men or supplies to Harris at a
convenient time. This, however, should not be relied on, and if one
means to go to Harris, one should be prepared to carry all one's kit
from Kinloch. Even if a boat could be hired at a reasonable price
it would not be practicable to reach Harris from the sea, since there
is no jetty and the sea is usually too rough to permit a landing on the
beach.
Finally, in this matter of accommodation and transport, or
rather lack of it, the use of the boathpuse at Kinloch mentioned in
various accounts of visits to the island is not to be regarded as a right
'Mr. Peter Wormell, Chief Warden, White House, Island of Rhum, Inverness-shire.
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but as a privilege granted only on the night before departure to avoid
the rush of striking camp in time to catch the steamers that call about
9.30 a.m. on Thursday and 8.20 a.m. on Saturday.
Having decided upon a base, the next thing is to consider the
climbing, which is liable to have been forgotten in the struggle to gain
a foothold on the island. The cliffs may be regarded as falling into
two main groups, those best reached from Kinloch and those for
which the base is Harris.
From Kinloch one can reach the south-east faces of Allival and
Askival, from Harris the cliffs of Trallval and Ruinsival. For those
with an urge for making first ascents there is a practically unclimbed
line of cliffs south-east of Askival, at least a thousand yards long and
100-200 feet high, which must contain new routes by the score. In a
brief visit, I failed to find any that would go until the very last buttress
was reached when a bold lead was made up a 65 foot " Diff." followed
by a dishonourable descent of a V.S. after a preliminary inspection
of the crux on a top rope.
As there is as yet no up-to-date rock climbing guide to Rhum,
the rest of this article cannot be better employed than in giving a
complete list of the principal climbs that have been described to
date. Owing to the demands of space only the name, length, grading
and source of further information will be given except where such
information is not readily available, in which case the climb will be
described in the usual manner.
For details of how to reach the various cliffs, see the S.M.C.
Guidebook6 and the 1" O.S. map (7th series, sheet number 33) which
also shows the Glenbrittle area.
ALLIVAL SOUTH-EAST FACE
ALLIVAL SLAB. 150 feet. Difficult.
The slab lies immediately to the left of the top half of the Oxford
Groove. Gain the bottom left-hand corner of the slab by means of
the twenty-five foot crack mentioned in the S.M.C. Guidebook
(page 103). An easy rising traverse leads to the top right-hand
corner of the slab, whence a short steep crack in the wall above
leads to the crest of the east ridge (cairn) some twenty yards left (west)
of the top of the Oxford Groove.

Alternatively the slab may be traversed at a lower level until it
becomes steep with small holds (a fine exposed situation). The
route then goes up and slightly right to end at the top of the Oxford
Groove.
REDBRICK. 70 feet. Moderate.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 153, 1962.
CAMBRIDGE ARETE. 75 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 103.
«The Islands of Scotland (excluding Skye), 2nd edition, 1952.
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OXFORD GROOVE. 200 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 103.
ASKIVAL SOUTH-EAST FACE
What sounds like an interesting climb is described in detail in
the S.M.C. Guidebook (page 104) but the writer has twice been
unable to find it in perfect visibility. The face looks too broken up
to give much continuous climbing.
ASKIVAL NORTH-WEST BUTTRESS
THE EDINBURGH CLIMB. 350 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 105.
ASKIVAL SLAB. 200 feet. Difficult to Severe at will.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 105.
ROLLING-PIN ROUTE. 200 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 143, 1952.
SHEARWARER RIB. 190 feet. Very Difficult.
1. 40 FEET. From the corner of Atlantic Ridge go ten yards to the
left where a sound rib protrudes. Ascend from the corner
between Atlantic Ridge and S. Rib, working up to a small
platform.
2. 20 FEET. Sling belay. Swing out to the nose on a good handhold,
and out to a sound sloping foothold.
3. 25 FEET. Continue up, keeping to the nose.
4. 30 FEET. Either (a) Work up the right-hand side as near the
nose as possible,
or (b) up the crack to the left on hand jams and
layback.
5. 40 FEET. Straight up the nose of the rib. Land on a large terrace.
6. 35 FEET. Either (a) Approach the next tier of rocks by a broad
slab going to its extreme right and work
back up, across the face,
or (b) Straight up the slab on small but sound
holds.
7-8. Easy rock, following the rib to near the actual summit.
First ascent: C. W. Jorgensen, H. L. Stembridqe and D. W. Stembridge
(Yorkshire Ramblers' Club), Uth June, 1957
ATLANTIC RIDGE. 350 feet. Very Difficult.
... .-:. ^
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 105.
Note: It is a matter of much regret to the writer that she has
so far been unable to identify any of the above routes on the northwest buttress of Askival, except Rolling-Pin Route and those on the
Slab.
<is > H
.l.\t. -h
TRALLVAL, HARRIS BUTTRESS
t
CENTRAL RIB. 300 feet. Hard Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 142, 1951.
: ''
CENTRAL GULLY. 300 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 143, 1952.
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ARCHANGEL ROUTE. 400 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 106.
Variation start: Very Difficult. S.M.C. Journal No. 143, 1952.
TRALLVAL, TRIANGULAR BUTTRESS
BLOODSTONE CRACK. 100 feet. Very Severe.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 107.
BOTANY CRACK. 130 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 142, 1951.
ZIGZAG ROUTE. 110 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 142, 1951.
FAT MAN'S EVASION. 190 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 107.
FAT MAN'S AGONY. 150 feet. Difficult.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 107, where it is described under the
name of PTARMIGAN CRACK.
RUINSIVAL
GIANT'S STAIRCASE. 600 feet. Mainly Very Difficult, but the
crux is Severe.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 109.
LOWER TIER
For the re-naming of the tiers and buttresses on Ruinsival see
S.M.C. Journal No. 153 (1962), page 280.
NORTH BUTTRESS
NORTH CORNER. 120 feet. Moderate.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
RIONA. 120 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 151, 1960.
, MO <» >SLAB AND GROOVE. 100 feet. Very Difficult.
<> '<
. .... . .
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
CRACKED RIB. 150 feet. Very Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 142, 1951.
PERDITA'S TRAVERSE. 140 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 151, 1960.
DEMOLITION CRACK. 160 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
Direct Start: S.M.C. Journal, No. 142, 1951.
(The same climb is described under the name of PERDITA'S
GROOVE in the S.M.C. Journal, No. 151, 1960.)
EDDIE'S FRIGHT. 45 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
-;
< -SOUTH CORNER. 100 feet. Moderate.
''""
1948.
139,
S.M.C. Journal, No.
WODEN'S WALL
SLOPING LEDGE ROUTE. 170 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
AIRY MARY. 120 feet. Severe.
,^ . .<
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
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SENTRY'S SORTIE. 100 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 151, 1960.
BILL'S FINISH. 100 feet. Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
(The same climb is described under the name of GROOVE AND
CIHMNEY in the S.M.C. Journal No. 151, 1960.)
THE CRACK. 120 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 142, 1951.
WODEN'S WALK. 120 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
PERETZ CORNER. 120 feet. Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
CHUCKIESTANE GROOVE. 120 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 153, 1962.
THOR'S BUTTRESS
RIGHT-HAND CHIMNEY. 120 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 153, 1962.
JUNE JIGSAW. 80 feet. Hard Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 153, 1962.
FRIGGA'S BUTTRESS
FRIGGA'S BUTTRESS. 70 feet. Hard Very Difficult.
«
S.M.C. Journal, No. 153, 1962.
, :> i; -,
YELLOWSTONE CHIMNEY. 80 feet. Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 153, 1962.
.,,
SOUTH BUTTRESS
CURVING CHIMNEY. 90 feet. Hard Difficult.
-,- tS.M.C. Journal, No. 153, 1962.
. .,,.
SOUTH CRACK. 65 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 153, 1962.
MIDDLE TIER
THE CREEP. 50 feet. Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
HALLELUJAH HEAVE-UP. 180 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
BACHELOR'S CHOICE. 160 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
Variation finish: 150 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 151, 1960.
JAWBONE CRACK. 125 feet. Hard Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
SUMMIT TIER
AVALANCHE AVENUE. 70 feet. Severe.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
THE WHITED CRACK. 110 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
SHEARWATER ARETE. 150 feet. Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
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SHEARWATER CHIMNEY. 170 feet. Very Difficult.
S.M.C. Journal, No. 139, 1948.
PAPADIL PINNACLE. 50 feet. Moderate.
S.M.C. Guidebook, page 109.
Invidious as the task may be, an article like this would not be
complete without a word or two of guidance to those who have time
only to sample the titbits. I am not qualified to express an opinion
on the suitability of the island as a hunting ground for tigers, but for
those of lesser ferocity the following climbs may be recommended as
being not only enjoyable but identifiable.
ALUVAL SOUTH-EAST FACE
Up Oxford Groove, down Redbrick, up Cambridge Arete, down
Allival Slab.
ASKIVAL NORTH WEST BUTTRESS
Rolling Pin Route. Good value for a V. Diff., particularly
the first pitch.
TRALLVAL, HARRIS BUTTRESS
Archangel Route by the original start. A classic which should
not be missed.
TRALLVAL, TRIANGULAR BUTTRESS
Botany Crack and Zigzag. Short but sustained.
RUINSIVAL LOWER TIER
There are many enjoyable short routes on these five buttresses
in the Diff. to Severe range. Peretz Corner and Demolition Crack
are good examples of their grade.
RUINSIVAL SUMMIT TIER
Shearwater Arete. Not hard, but has character.
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STEAMER TIMETABLE, 1966

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

Mallaig

Mallaig
Eigg
Muck
Rhum
Canna
Mallaig

Eigg

Rhum
Canna

Mallaig
THURSDAY
Mallaig
Canna
Rhum
Eigg
Mallaig

13.00
14.45
15.30
17.30
18.30
21.00

SATURDAY
06.00
08.30

Canna
Rhum
Eigg
Mallaig

09.30
10.45
12.30

Eigg
Rhum
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07.00
08.20
09.40
11.00
13.00
14.20
15.35
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d^bituarp
DAVID WILD
The tragic death of David Wild in a sledging accident in the
Antarctic came as a grievous shock to all who knew him, and brought
to an untimely end the promise of a great career.
He was 24 years old, and had studied at Swansea University,
where he gained a B.Sc. degree with honours in geography. His
choice of subject was hardly surprising; since childhood the example
of his parents had encouraged him to an interest in mountains and
natural science. He had been a keen and popular member of the
2nd Rhyl Scout Troop, where he developed further his interests in
camping, mountaineering, and outdoor adventure, and became troop
leader and a Queen's Scout.
Whilst at university he took a leading part in an expedition to
Arctic Norway, and on finishing his studies joined the British
Antarctic Survey to map the unexplored Tottan mountains. His
work in this field was highly thought of and it was while completing
it that he met his death.
He became a member of the M.A.M. in 1959, and was a
mountaineer rather than a climber, enjoying the hills in all their
aspects.
David had a strong personality, was forthright in his views,
and non-conformist in outlook; his enthusiasm, coupled with an
infectious and often outrageous sense of humour stamped his mark
on everything he did, and made him a most wonderful companion
on the hills, in the hut, or in camp. He will be sadly missed.
The icy wastes of Antarctica are the last resting place of many
great adventurers. David Wild will not be out of place in their
illustrious company.
V. LL.
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BOOK REVIEWS
BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH by Gaston Rebuffat
Translated by ELEANOR BROCKETT
(Nicholas Vane, London, 63/-)
It is seldom that the " Book of the Film " is quite such a showpiece as this, even though the film in question gained a Grand Prix
award at the Tenth International Mountain and Exploration Film
Festival at Trento in 1961. The first part of the book is in the form
of an introduction which describes the author's career as a guide,
outlines his gathering interest in mountain photography, says something of the history of the Tiarraz family (of whom Pierre, whose
photographs liberally illustrate this book, is of the fourth generation),
and tells how they made the film.
The next section is a translation of the actual film commentary
and for that reason is not such easy reading, and is made no easier by
the dispersal of the text haphazardly among the illustrations. The
ascents described are of the Matterhorn, Aiguille du Midi, Mont
Blanc by the Bionnassay Mont Blanc du Tacul traverse complete
with igloo on top, and the south-west Pillar of the Drus. Then
follows a brief description of each, together with a note on each
route. One of these is Whymper's description of the first ascent of
the Aiguille Verte, taken from Scrambles amongst the Alps, whose
limpid style makes the rest read like uninspired telegraphese. The
comparison, though, is not really fair, since Scrambles was Whymper's
magnum opus, and Rebuttal is presenting us with a script. Other
such contributions include Maurice Baquet on a first ascent on the
Aiguille du Midi and Walter Bonatti on the south-west Pillar of the
Drus.
Even in these days of technical perfection, the photographs are
outstanding, and it is these that will sell the book. Plate 94, a fulllength photograph of the south-west Pillar of the Drus, is particularly
noteworthy.
M. H.

SCHWEIZ, 1965, No. 1 (Foreign Edition, Ed. Swiss National
Tourist Office)
1965 was an anniversary year for Switzerland on at least two
counts. On July 14th, 1865, Edward Whymper climbed the
Matterhorn, and in the same year the medical properties of winter
in the Swiss Alps were first discovered and appreciated. Small
surprise, then, that commemorative publications should emerge;
only a little more surprising, to those who appreciate Switzerland,
that one of them should be as superlative as this. Beautifully printed,
with many excellent photographs in colour and monochrome, its
articles range over a wide variety of subjects, and in five languages.
Typical of such catholicity are articles on Daudet, the Bernese artist
Franz Niklaus Konig, Mark Twain and of course Whymper and the
Matterhorn. Andre Roch also writes. A feast indeed, and well
worth the effort to attain.
M. H.
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NEW CLIMBS
ERIC BYNE

GRITSTONE

Since the publication of Vol. I, Rock Climbs in the Peak Sheffield Stanage
Area, which is now in its second edition, a few climbs of note have been discovered
and are well worth recording. These are as follows.
STANAGE

(118A) MISCOUNT. SO feet. Hard Very Severe.
Starts from the cave on Counts Buttress, with a traverse to the left to the
base of a prominent scratched vertical finger crack, a couple of feet right of Counts
Chimney. Take the crack direct and continue as nearly as possible in the same
line to the top. A serious climb with a lack of protection.
(175A) TOWER FACE. ORIGINAL ROUTE. 80 feet. Extremely Severe.
This route, first climbed by Eric Byne and Fred Jones in the early 1930's, and
recorded in detail in the 1957 edition of Further Developments in the Peak, was
deliberately left out of the Vol. I of Rock Climbs in the Peak because it was no
longer thought to be possible; however, it was led in June, 1965, by Geoff Dimock
of Loughborough College M.C.
Start directly below the centre of the face and climb direct all the way to the
vertical finishing crack.
(175u) B.P. SUPER
This route, also deliberately left out of Vol. I, Rock Climbs in the Peak, was
also led by Geoff Dimock in June, 1965. Unfortunately since then a vital flake
hold has been pulled off by subsequent climbing parties, and once again the climb
appears to have deteriorated into the " now impossible " classification.
(158A) SAUL'S ARETE. INDIRECT. 80 feet. Hard, Severe.
Saul's Ar£te is the left-hand arete of Goliath's Groove and has not yielded
direct so far. This indirect route starts by climbing Helfensteins Struggle for
10 feet. Then traverse right, across the wall to the arete by means of an obvious
fault. Climb the arete and finish up the right wall.
1st ascent: C. Dimock, H. Richardson, June, 1965

Since serious guide book operations on gritstone began in 1947, one of the
great problems on Stanage has always been the fine large wall of rock between
Hollybush Crack (Climb 362) and Leaning Buttress Gully (363). Many climbers
have tried this throughout the years until it gradually became known as Nameless
Buttress. Now, at last, it has yielded two routes, as follows:
(362A) QUEERSVILLE. 55 feet. Very Severe.
A very fine route.
Start by climbing the flake, 15 feet right of the bottom of Hollybush Crack,
until one can move left into the centre of the wall. Continue up to a small ledge
and traverse right to an obvious flake below a small overhang. Using this a long
stretch enables the Iddge above the overhang to be reached, then move slightly
right to the ardte, and mantelshelf on to the ledge. Continue up easier rock just
left of the blunt argte, and so to the top.
1st Ascent: Alan Clarke, Michael Parkin, July 6th, 1965.

(362u) YOSEMITE WALL. 60 feet. Hard, Very Severe.
Start at the toe of the buttress, to the left of the Leaning Buttress Gully.
Climb straight up, surmounting a small overhang, to a narrow ledge. (// is possible
to traverse right at this point, to the corner overlooking Leaning Buttress Gully and
here fix a running belay in a crack.) From the middle of the narrow ledge climb
straight up the wall above, on thin holds and rugosities to a holly and heather
ledge which provides another runner. Now straight up the wall and take the
overhang direct to the top.
,,

,.,.. 1st Ascent: Alan Clarke, A. Watson, August \~lth, 1965.
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(334A) ZAGRETTE DIRECT START. 30 feet. Very Severe.
Starts directly below the perched block at the junction of Bishops Route and
Zagrette. Climb up slabby rock until stopped by the overhang. Climb this
direct; a good hand hold near the tip enables a ledge at the bottom of a vertical
crack to be reached. Pull up strenuously until the small flake on the left can be
reached. The block is then soon attained.
1st Ascent: Alan Clarke, June 28th, 1965.

(388A) ELIMINATOR. 50 feet. Very Severe.
Starts up the arete corner between Black Hawk Bastion and Black Hawk
Slit. Climb the ardte until stopped by the overhang. Move out to the right and up
the wall to a short crack. Climb this and the wall above to the corner, which
provides the finish of Elliott's Eliminate. Finish up this.
1st Ascent: Alan Clarke, June 21th, 1965.

(439A) SUZANNE. 30 feet. Hard Very Severe.
The face between Ding Dong (439) and Finale (440) on End Buttress.
Starts a few feet right of Ding Dong arete with a most strenuous pull-up to
overcome the overhang, then straight as a plumb line up the face and directly
over the final overhang.
1st Ascent: R. Addey, July, 1965.

(20U) PARADISE REGAINED. 50 feet. Hard Severe.
Start below and right of Paradise Lost. Climb up to a horizontal crack,
then a difficult shallow groove leads to a mantelshelf. Another brings one to a
ledge about 10 feet below the top. Here traverse right to join Paradise Wall.
1st Ascent: A. J. J. Moulam, R. F. Jones, March 19th, 1966.
RIVELIN EDGE
A traverse across the long valley face of RIVELIN NEEDLE, from the platform
to the Notch, was first done around 1956 by Peter Biven and Trevor Peck.
They used one piton for aid and this is still in situ. This traverse has now been
led clean by Peter Scott of Sheffield. The key to the route is a small letterbox
in which both hands are placed whilst the body is lowered so that a foot can attain
a small pebble hold, and a one-finger jam be used in a crack. A difficult balance
move and a step left brings a good footledge within reach and the traverse continues
to the Notch. Using this traverse, therefore, gives a fourth clean route up the
Rivelin Needle as follows:
(40A) THE ZIGZAG. 70 feet. Very Severe.
Start as for the Spiral Route to the ledge known as The PLATFORM. Traverse
the face on the left (as the description above) to the ledge known as the NOTCH,
and finish by the usual corner above.
1st Ascent (clean): Peter Scott, October, 1965.

BAMFORD EDGE
The last great problem on Bamford Edge, the stretch of rock previously
referred to as Virgin Wall in the guide to Bamford Edge published in Vol. I of
Rock Climbs in the Peak, has at last yielded a route.
(45A) ONTOS. 45 feet. Extremely Severe.
Start below a weakness in the overhang. Climb straight up to the overhang
and up it to gain a good hold above it. A very hard move on wrinkles leads to a
crack which provides a suitable finish.
1st Ascent: D. J. Clegg, P. T. Clay, 1965.
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FURTHER GUIDE BOOKS

VOLUME 3
The Sheffield-Frpggatt Area will be on sale from the spring of this year (1966)
and will contain guides to Burbage, Higgar Tor, Millstone Edge, Lawrencefield,
Yarncliffe, Padley, Tegness, Froggatt, Curbar, and Baslow Edge.
VOLUME 4
The Chatsworth, Cromford, Brassington Area will be on sale this autumn.
This book will contain Birchens Edge, Gardoms, Chatsworth, Beeley, Matlock
Quarries, The Amber Valley Crags, Cratcliffe, Brassington, Harborough, Black
Rocks, Birchwood Quarry, Duke's Quarry, etc. Birchwood Quarry in particular
should excite the modern tiger. Its sheer great walls have yielded some exciting
routes and I have no doubt there will be others to follow.
KINDERSCOUT

This is obviously going to be a major climbing ground of its own. The
Ashop Edge and the Downfall Ravine Crags have already yielded well over 300
climbs, and the Edale area will add considerably to these. The guides to the
Bleaklow Area and the Kinderscout Area are now well in hand and will no doubt
create a sensation in 1967.
PEAK LIMESTONE

Two guides to this are being prepared. The first one, to the northern half, is
almost ready for the printers, and contains a vast number of new climbs.

NEW CLIMBS
S. D. PADFIELD AND D. I. THOMAS

THE COWER PENINSULA

THE WORM. 110 feet. A2 and V.S.
Grid reference SS408875. Located below the cliff top path from the car park
at Rhossili to the coastguard's station near the Worm's Head Island. The climb
ascends a vertical wall, facing approximately west, about half way between the
car park and the coastguard's station.
1. 75 FEET. About 12 feet from the northern end of the wall, peg up an indefinite
crack trending right to the roof. Cross this to the golo (in place) and ascend
the wall to the prominent vertical crack. Free climbing enables an exit to be
made over the final overhanging blocks to the grass. Twelve pegs and a
wedge used.
2. 35 FEET. Easy free climbing to the top.
S. D. Padfield, D. I. Thomas (alt.), January, 1965

TOIL. 105 feet. A2.
Location as for The Worm.
1. 75 FEET. About 20 feet to the right of The Worm in the middle of the wall.
Peg up the shallow groove and move left (difficult placing hereabouts) up
the indefinite crack to the golo in place. Move right to the wedge in the
obvious slot and over the bulge to the grass ledge. Fifteen pegs, wedge and
a golo used.
2. 35 FEET. Easy free climbing to the top.
5. D. Padfield, D. I. Thomas (alt,), February, 1966.
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LLANGATTOCK ESCARPMENT, BRECONSHIRE

t

i

TREPIDATION. 110 feet. A2.
Grid reference SO 202157. The route is entirely artificial, requiring about
twenty-two pegs and three golos. The main pegs and the golos are in place.
Located about two miles south-south-west from the village of Crickhowell
on the A40 between Abergavenny and Brecon. Cars can be parked just below
the escarpment near two cottages which have been converted into caving club
huts. These can be reached from Crickhowell via Llangattock or from Brynmawr
via an unclassified road signed Blackrock.
From the car park, ascend the grassy slope to the escarpment to a point below
a prominent 15 foot overhang which is 60 feet from the ground and topped by a
smooth 30 foot wall. Start about 10 feet left of where the overhang is greatest,
near two boulders resting at the foot of the wall at the base of a groove.
1. Peg up the vertical groove over a small overhang at 25 feet and continue to
the roof. Traverse 10 feet right to a ledge below the main roof. Peg belay.
2. 55 FEET. Traverse five feet right (golo), surmount the overhang direct (three
pegs) and ascend the wall above (two golos) via a crack trending right. Exit
left by a difficult move (loose rock) into a muddy groove and continue to the
grass. A steel bar is required for belaying.
M. Hicks, D. 1. Thomas, S. D. Padfield (alt.), January, 1965.
CRAIG Y GESAIL, TREMADOC

THUNDERSTRUCK. 140 feet. V.S. andAl.
This route is to the left of the Castle and starts in the middle of a group of
trees below a shallow scoop, and directly below a small chimney at the top of the
crag. This first pitch gives good free climbing and the second pleasant artificial
work up the steep wall above.
1. 90 FEET. Ascend grassy rocks to the scoop, climb this and pull out on to the
nose on the right. Up this to the ledge and a good spike belay.
2. 50 FEET. Traverse left over a large perched block and bridge up the corner,
following the thin crack, which widens, giving access to the upper ledges
(eight pegs). Climbing free, move right and exit near the chimney.
S. D. Padfield, D. I. Thomas (alt.), April 9th, 1966.
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THE JOURNAL, 1967

Contributions to the next Journal, which can be of any reasonable
length, should be sent before May 31st, 1967, to the Editor, who
would appreciate a note early in the year of contributors' intentions.
They should be set out on one side of the paper only, and though it is
not essential that they be typed, nonetheless a typed manuscript is of
considerable help. All articles, photographs and correspondence in
connection with the Journal should be sent to:
M. F. HALL,
29 PHILIP VICTOR ROAD,
HANDSWORTH WOOD,
BIRMINGHAM 21,
but correspondence about the distribution of the Journal and enquiries .
about extra copies, if available, should be made not to the Editor,
but to the Honorary Secretary, M. D. Rhodes.
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